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Ahstract

The objectives of this thesis were to study the effects of an extended fault model,

including bridging faults, open faults, stuck-on, and stuck-open transistor faults, in
CMOS circuits, and to develop an appropriate application of built-in self-test (BIST).

During the course of this work, several tools were developed. An algorithm for
determining the most likely bridging faults in a CMOS circuit was developed. It was

based on determining nearest neighbour wires in the circuit layout. Results show that

a significant number of the possible single bridging faults are unlikely to occur. A time
efficient analog fault simulator was developed, based on the duplicaúon of only those

components affected by a fault and simulating these components concurrently with the

original circuit. It was implemented within an existing analog simulator. A switch-
level fault simulator was implemented that determines the transistor stuck-open faults

detected in a CMOS circuit by a given input pattern sequence. Developed options

enable a report of all tests that could be invalidated due to delays within the circuit or
simply all critical transistors.

A BIST application was developed, a parallel unsigned binary multiplier with
conculTent checking based on a modular arithmetic code. The application was found

to exhibit reasonable time and area overhead, as well as fault coverage, based on a
developed functional fault model. This model was verified with respect to the lower
level extended fault model with tests performed with the analog fault simulator. A 9

by 9-bit version of the concturent checking multiplier was designed and fabricated,

with a cellular automata (CA) pseudorandom pattern generator implemented on the

integrated circuit (IC) for additional self-test. The area overhead was more than was

predicated, l58Vo for the concturent checking circuitry and 2167o including the pattern

generator; this was thought to be due to significant wiring area. The on-chip pattern

generator exercised a significant portion of the multiplier circuit with a relatively small

input sequence size, based on tests performed with the switch-level transistor stuck-

open fault simulator.
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Chapten I
Kmtnod¿¡cttona

The subject of research in this thesis is integrated circuit (IC) testing. In IC test-

ing, the purpose is to detect failures in the finished and packaged IC. It is not typi-

cally employed to locate design errors but rather to identify deviations from a working

circuit due to a physical failure in the IC itself. These failures, also called faults, can

be the result of a manufacturing error, mishandling or exposure to duress such as heat

during assembly, or a degradation of the IC materials due to age [1-7].

Traditionally [8-10], testing an IC consisted of removing it from its operating

environment, applying test patterns, and verifying the response of the circuit at the pri-

mary output pins. Using this approach required expensive test equipment and long

socket times per IC, and resulted in poor coverage for more complex circuits where

exhaustive testing was impossible. With increased complexity of integrated circuits,

more cost-effective testing procedures were needed.

A more modern approach to testing is to incorporate design structures into the

circuinry so that æsting can be performed more systematically and efficiently. This is

referred to as design for test (DF'D. More recently, the idea of the circuit performing

tests on itself has been introduced, referred to as built-in self-test (BIST) t8-151. The

latter approach has an obvious advantage in efficiency for both ci¡cuit and system test-

ing.

The line stuck-at fault model is the most common fault model used in the theory

of circuit testing [10]. This model assumes that an IC failure manifests itself function-

aliy as a single net pennanently set at logic 0 or logic 1. Also, for simulation purposes,

the circuit consists of primitive gates such as AND, OR, and Inverters, instead of

transistors. This model has been shown to be effective in modelling failures in TTL



Chapter i Introduction

circuits [2].

It has been found, however, that the line stuck-at fault model is often inadequate

in modelling or predicting the effects of such fauits as bridging faults, where two or

more nets are shorted together, open faults, where a conducting wire is broken, transis-

tor stuck-on, or transistor stuck-open faults, in NMOS and CMOS integrated ci¡cuits.

Thus an extended fault model (which contains the line stuck-at model as a subset) is

currently being studied [1,6,76-20]

The purpose of this thesis was twofold: to study the effects of the extended fault

model in CMOS integrated circuits and to develop an appropriate application for

built-in self-test.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, dÍr algorithm for

determining the most likely bridging faults in CMOS circuits based on rhe geometric

layout of the circuit is discussed. The algorithm was implemented and tests were done

on several circuits.

In Chapter 3, an algorithm for implementing an analog fault simulator within an

existing analog simulator is discussed. The algorithm provides the ability to study the

effects of the extended fault modet on CMOS transistor circuits. It was implemented

within an analog simulator developed earlier in our group.

In Chapter 4, the implementation of a transistor stuck-open fault simulator is dis-

cussed. It is based on a MOS switch-level transistor simulator. Tests were again per-

fomled on a variety of CMOS ci¡cuits.

In Chapter 5, a concutrent testing BIST application is discussed. This is a paral-

lel unsigned binary multiplier implemented with a concrurent checking scheme based

on a modula¡ arithmetic code. The theory of the design is discussed, based on a pro-

posed functional fault model, and estimates are made for both the a¡ea and time over-

head costs of the self-checking circuirry.
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In Chapter 6, the functional fault model assumed in the design of the concurrent

checking multiplier of Chapter 5 is examined with respect to both the line stuck-at and

extended fauit models. The analog fault simulator described in Chapter 3 is used in

the analysis.

In Chapter 7, the design, CMOS implementation, and operation of a parallel

unsigned binary multiplier, with concurrent checking and an on-chip pseudorandom

pattern generator for additional self-test is discussed. The area and time overhead, as

well as the suitability of the pattern generator, is examined. The IC implementarion,

designed in our laboratory using the computer-aided design (CAD) package Electric

[23] running on a Sun3/160 workstation, was submitted for fabricarion via the Cana-

dian Micro-Electronics Corporation (CMC) Services.

In Chapter 8, a summary of the results of this thesis is reported, and directions

for future work a¡e outlined. In Appendix A, some formal and some informal proofs

are presented, which were employed in developing the theory of the concrurent check-

ing multiplier. In Appendix B, a software user's guide is presented for the programs

developed in this thesis.



CXaapten 2
Bnüdge: Ðetenn¡aåxaimg Fnohable ffinñdgåmg F au[És

In a circuit of n distinct nets, potentiaUy f,C @,i)f single and multiple bridging
i=2

faults can occur. Due to locality in the layout of a circuit, not all these faults are very

likely. In order to reduce the amount of fault simulation necessary to study the effects

of these faults, attempts have been made to determine the more likely faults based on

the mask-level description of the circuit. This information could atso be used to guide

circuit redesign in order to avoid faults that are difficult to detect.

In [5], random defects corresponding to the addition or deletion of an a¡ea of a

physical layer are inserted into the circuit description. The circuit is then re-extracted,

and any faults produced by the defect are reported. In this way, likely bridging faulrs,

net discontinuity faults, transistor stuck-on, and transistor stuck-open faults are deter-

mined.

In this chapter, an alternative approach is described. An algorithm named Bridge

was deveioped that identifies bridging faults that are most likely to occur by examining

the geometric layout of a circuit. The program uses as input the Caltech Intermediate

Form (CIÐ l2|,22l geometric language in a hierarchical form produced by Elecyic

1231.

t C (n,i) will be used to denote n choose ¡ = ---!)-(n-í)tí!

4



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

2"1" T'he Circ¡¡it Extractiom ,{lgonåthxar

The program first performs a circuit extraction of the CIF hierarchy into net list

and subctcuit information using a simplified circuit extraction methodology, based on

one described in l2ll. It was originally written for the CMOS1B process, and

upgraded for the CMOS3 process, which is based on a scaled version of CMOS1B

L221. Since the CIF description of the CMOS1B technology is a subset of CMOS3,

both technologies are currently supported. The circuit extraction algorithm is as fol-

lows:

1) Read in the CIF file, building a linked list of subcircuit cells, each with a set of
linked lists of the polygons forming each layer.

Z) For each CIF subcircuit,

a) Merge each layer into a linked list of non-inrersecting polygons.

b) Locate transistors by discovering where polysilicon crosses diffusion,
separating the diffusion polygon into disúnct drain and source polygons.

c) Reduce the circuit to a net list by find.ing electrical connectivity between
contact cuts and other layer polygons.

d) For each subcircuit call, match the called subcircuit's ported nodes to rhe net
list, looking for possible further reductions in the curent net list.

e) Process the cu:rent subcircuit's own parameter list based on the porting
information produced by Electric.

Ð Calculate estimated capacitances based on the areas and perimeters of metal,
polysilicon, and diffusion polygons.

g) Output Spice [24] subcircuit information.



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

The circuit extraction uses a simplified algorithm that will not tolerate non-regular

features in the circuit. These are described as follows:

1) The circuit must not have design rule errors.

2) The transistors must be rectangular.

3) No self-intersecting polygons or loops in one layer made by several polygons are
allowed.

These restrictions are inherent in the polygon manipulating algorithms and are not

easily overcome.

2"2" Tbe Eridge ,{lgorithm Ðiscr¡ssed

Once the extraction is complete, the Bridge algorithm is applied to every subcir-

cuit in the hierarchy. In this way, hierarchy can be maintained or removed by collaps-

ing the CIF input. The key components needed from the extraction process are as fol-

lows:

For each subcircuit in the hierarchy,

1) There is a set of merged polygons for each layer in the technology, with each
polygon pointing to the ner to which it belongs.

2) The diffusion layer has been modified to separate the diffusion polygons forming
transistors into source and drain polygons.

3) There is a net list that contains for every distinct net a linked list of the polygons
that are electrically connected.



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

The objective of the algorithm is to determine the most probable bridging faults

by using the geometric layout of the circuit. For example, two metal wi¡es are more

likely to bridge if they are adjacent to one another. This bridge could be the result of a

dust particle on the mask for the metal layer [4] causing metal ro appear where none is

wanted, shorting the two wiles, as shown in Figure 2.1. In this example, the defect is

modelled as a circula¡ metal defect of radius r.

Figure 2.X, Two metal wires sh.orted by a defect.

A defect could likewise cause a short in (CMOS3 technology) metal-l, meral-2,

polysilicon, and diffusion (N+ or P+) wires. Such a defect could also cause a bridge

to another layer through a contact cut, as in Figure 2.2. Here the polysilicon defect

causes a bridge between the polysilicon wire and the metal and diffusion wires,

through the contact cut. This assumes that the polysiticon defect does not completely

mask the diffusion. This is the only mechanism for bridging involving contact curs

exclusively. Others are covered by the nearest neighbour single layer checks as in

Figure 2.1.

The other type of bridging mechanism is a pinhole in the oxide layer separaring

two wires of different layers, for example layers meral-l and polysilicon in Figure 2.3.

metal-l wi¡e



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

Figure 2.2 A contact cut causes a short.

This could be caused by a defect in the contact cut mask or another similar mechan-

ism. Mask misalignment [4] is also a factor in oxide layer faults as it affects the

geometric relationship between the different layers.

Figure 2.3

layers.

polysiliø defæt

polysilicon wire

A pinhole bridge between the metal-I and polysilicon



Chapter 3 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faulrs

The Bridge algorithm finds such possible faults by using a polygon oversize and

check method. First, a polygon is oversized by a constant factor p, such as those

shown in Figure 2.4. This new polygon is then checked against other polygons to see

if a new electrical connection would be produced. If so, these two polygons a¡e cand.i-

dates for a bridging fault. Of course, only potygons thar could physically produce an

electrical connection a¡e considered. Examples are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.5. In

Figure 2.5, w,to wi¡es a¡e discovered to be nearest neighbours within the distance fac-

tor p. A defect in that layer of radius , 
= I could cause a bridge between these two

wires.

oversized

rlrl
I
I
I

pk-
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

FÍgure 2.4 Several polygons oversized by constant factor p .

The constant factor p is very important. It should be directly related to the tech-

nology and manufacturing process. It should be made large enough to include the

radii of a large proportion of the defect distribution funcrion. Using factors too large,

however, can also disrupt the results, as in the example of Figure 2.6a. Oversizing

wi¡e 3 by a factor p will show a possible bridge berween nets I and 3. However, for

this to physically occur, a multiple fault of nets L, 2, and.3 must occur. This cannot be

distinguished from the case of Figure 2.6b, where the shorting of nets 1 and 3 will not

cause a multiple fault; thus, the algorithm is best suited to finding possible single

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
¡
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I



metal-l wire: Net I

metal-l wire: Net 2

Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

I

Figure 2.5 Example of two nearest neighbour wires that are candi-
dates for a brídgíng fault.

bridging faults. Keeping the oversize factor less than twice the spacing rule, plus the

minimum width of a wire in the specified layer, will assure no ambiguity.

To determine possible faults through pinholes in the oxide, two polygons of

different layers that are separated by oxide are checked for intersection. Intersection

points to a possible bridge, such as that in Figure 2.3. A pinhole oversize factor can be

used to allow for mask misalignment that can cause a connection along with the

pinhole fault. This is demonstrated in Figtre 2.7. These factors should be on the

order of one or two microns (in CMOS1B design rules) and should be separate from

the oversize factors used in single layer faults.

2.3. The Bnidge Algorithrn Ðefr¡red

The complete algorithm is now defined for CMOS3 technology. The basis of the

algorithm is by no means technology dependent although modifications would obvi-

ously have to be made in each case.

10



Wi¡e 1: Net I

Chapter 2

V/ire 2: Ner 2

V/i¡e 3: Net 3

(a)

Figune 2.6 a) A case of a multiple short.

only a single sh.ort.

Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

V/i¡e 3: Net 3

(b)

b) The same case showíng

possible

mask

misalignmatt

FÍgure 2.7 A pinhole fault with a mask misarignment oversize factor.

1) Read in oversize factors for each of,

*

f

metal-l wi¡e

polysilicon wire

a) Metal-1, metal-z, polysilicon, and diffusion single layer oversize factors.

11
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b) Metal-1, metaJ-z, polysilicon, and diffusion pinhole oversize factors.

For each CIF subcircuit in the hierarchy:

For each polygon in the metal-l layer,

a) Oversize by the metal-l single layer oversize factor.

b) Check for intersection with all other polygons in the metal-l layer not
already of the same electrical net, and report each intersection as a possible
bridge between their respecrive ners. Label this bridge as rype Inyer.

Repeat step 2 for layers metal-Z, diffusion (N+ and p+), and polysilicon.

For each polygon in the polysilicon layer,

a) Oversize by the polysilicon single layer oversize factor.

b) Check for intersection with all contact cut polygons not already of the same
electrical ner. Label this bridge as rype Contact.

consider layers metal-l and metal-2. For each polygon in the metal-l layer,

a) Oversize by the larger of metal-l and metal-2 pinhole oversize factors.

b) check for intersection with all metal-2 polygons not already of the
electrical net. Label this bridge as type pinhole.

Repeat step 4 for layer pairs of metal-l/polysilicon and metal-l/diffusion
(N+ and P+).

The time complexity of the algorithm, as defined and implemented, is O (n2)

where ¿ is the number of polygons defining the circuit. Likewise, the implementation

of the circuit extraction is O (n2). This is not an optimal implementation of the algo-

rithm. It was done this way for simplicity and could be improved on in the future. A

3)

4)

l2



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining h'obable Bridging Faults

circuit extraction algorithm ín l21l is O (nlogn ), and it could be adapted for both the

ci¡cuit extraction and Bridge aigorithms.

2"4" Ðiscussüom and Fut¡lre Enha¡lcerTrerxts

There ate some limitations associated with this algorithm. For the most part these

problems arise near the location of the transistors. In the extraction process the

diffusion polygon forming a transistor is split into separate source and drain polygons

as in Figure 2.8. In the Bridge algorithm the source and drain diffusion polygons are

invariably reported as potential bridges (Step 2: diffusion layer) by oversize factors

larger than the length of the transistor. This is not physically possible by rhe mechan-

ism of defects in the diffusion layer because the defect would be masked by the

polysilicon of the gate region. Therefore, the bridging of source and drain pairs of

diffusion polygons is ignored. In the general case, however, there is nothing to

prevent these diffusion wires being routed close to one another other than at the region

of the gate. By ignoring one case, that of bridging over the transistor gate (and argu-

ably the more likely case), the other is ignored as well. This is a potential problem.

It could be argued that source and drain nets should always be included as a pos-

sible bridge because a defect causing missing polysilicon ar rhe gate region [5] coutd

cause the source and drain to be continuous, and thus cause a short to be present. This

may also depend on the defect radius of the mask for the polysilicon layer and the

length of the transistor, complicating the problem. Otherwise, a special check of

where the source and drain diffusion polygons are bridging may be necessary. This

will be left for futu¡e work. At present the algorithm reports all transistor source and

drain nodes as bridging candidates and reports whether they were also found to be

bridging candidates by other mechanisms in the algorithm.

i3
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diftusion

source

dfâin

diftusion

(b)(a)

Figure 2.8 a) overlap of diffusion and polysilicon, formíng a transis-
tor. b) separation of díffusíon into source and draín polygons (gaps left
for claríty).

It could also be argued that the gate and source nodes or gate and drain nodes of

a transistor a¡e always candidates for a bridge. This could be caused by a defect in

the oxide layer at the junction of the diffusion and polysilicon polygons. The algo-

rithm also reports all these bridges and specifies whether or not they have been found

to be bridging candidates by other mechanisms.

Another problem is in the oversizing algorithm. The polygon in Figure 2.9 shouid

result in two polygons returned from the oversizing function, as in Figure 2.9b. Only

one incorrect polygon is returned as shown in Figure 2.9a. The extra area in the inte-

rior of the polygon is used to locate possible bridges, even though it is beyond the

bounds of the oversize factor. This problem is inherent in the polygon manipulating

algorithms. Simila¡ problems exist in the circuit extraction part of the program and are

not easily solved.

It would also be interesting to have a probability associated with every bridge.

This could reflect the fact that two nets could short in many ways, for example by way

L4
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(a)

Figure 2.9 a) Incorrect one polygon

lygons returned (gaps left for clariry).

Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

(b)

Desired two po-returned. b)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.n0 More and less likely bridgíng faults a) between wires in
the sa¡ne layer and b) between layers through an oxíde fault.

of more than one layer, or layer and pinhole, or long wires running adjacent to one

another, as is shown in Figures 2.10a and 2.10b. This could be accomplished by some

method of area determination of the intersection of the oversized and other polygon,

l5

less probable

met¿l-l wi¡e

polysilicon wire

metal-l wi¡e
less probable



Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

and also an accumulation every time two nets are reported as candidates for a bridging

fault by different mechanisms.

In [5] random defects a¡e introduced and the effects of these defects are found.

through circuit extraction techniques. This approach stresses the probabitity of particu-

lar faults occurring but could miss potential faults of lower probability. The approach

represented by Bridge locates all possibte faults (within the specified oversizing fac-

tors) but at present cannot give information on how likely the faults are, other than

that implied by the specified distances. Both approaches have merits and drawbacks,

and their usefulness depends on the application.

2.5" Bridge ,{Igonithm Test R.esults

Some results of the progmm demonstrate how the number of probable bridges is

reduced from the total potential bridges. The number of possible single bridging faults

in a circuit with n d.istinct electrical nets is C(n,2) = '(TD. The test circuits are a
2

cMoS 3-input AND gare (AND3), Full-Adder, D-rype Flip-flop with set and reser

inputs (dFFrs), and a 3 by 3-bit binary multiplier circuit (Mult_3_3). The test resulrs

are shown in Table 2.1. The oversize factors used in the analysis are shown in Table

2.2. Included in the results are total bridges reported including all transistor

source/drain bridges and transistor gatelsource, or gate/drain bridges. These are always

considered to be potential bridging candidates as discussed in Section 2.4.

The oversize factors used in the analysis are based on the spacing rules in

CMOS3 design [22]. The set A single layer oversize factors are slightly larger than

the spacing rules. The pinhole oversize factors a¡e small reflecting a possible slight

mask misalignment effect. The set C single layer factors are sufficiently small enough

to avoid the multiple bridging fault effect discussed in Section 2.2. The pinhole over-

size factors are larger than in set A but are still considered relatively small. The set B
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Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

Table 2.î Bridge test results for several circuits.

represents an intermediate set.

Referring to Table 2.1, some observations are made regarding the test results.

For a relatively small circuit (few transistors and distinct neß) such as the AND3 cir-

cuit, a large proporrion of the total possible bridges witl be reported. The reason is the

compact nature of the design. As the circuit becomes larger, a much smaller percen-

tage of all possible bridges is reported. The reason is that there a¡e more localized

parts within the ci¡cuit.

Cell Distinct

Nets

(n)

Possible

Bridges

n(n-l)
2

Oversize

Facûors

Used

Bridges

Reported

Total

Including

Source and

Drain

Total

Including

Gate-Source

or Drain

AND3 9 36

A t4 18 23

B 15 19 24

C i6 20 24

Full-Adder 11 55

A 32 35 38

B 35 38 38

C 36 39 39

dFFrs t7 136

A 5Z 62 74

B 52 62 74

C 60 68 76

Mult_3_3 104 53s6

A s13 5æ 630

B 55s 603 642

C s82 630 657
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A B C

Single Layer Oversize Factors

metal-1 6 10 T4

metaT-z 6 10 t4

polysilicon 6 10 13

diffusion 8 12 T3

Pinhoie Oversize Factors

metal-1 1 2 J

metaJ-2 I ) J

polysilicon I 2 3

diffusion I 2 3

Table 2.2 Oversize factors in microns, used inTabte 2.1. CMOS3 design rules
scaled to 5 mícrons are used in the algorithm

Another observation is that the number of bridges reported remains relativeiy con-

stant for the oversize sets A, B, and C. The reason is that the circuits are usually

designed to be as compact as possible, with polygons placed as close as the minimum

spacing rules allow.

A final observation is that the number of bridges reported for each bridge type

specified in Section 2.3 were equal, in a relative sense. There was a consistent order-

ing, however, with types Pinhole, Layer, and, Contacr listed in descending frequency.

It was surprising that type Contact was so frequent. This reffects the widespread use

of metal-l/diffusion contacts near polysilicon routing, which usually means near

transistors.

Tlte Bridge algorithm is observed to be a very useful tool for analyzing bridging

faults. As demonstrated in the tests of Table 2.1, fault simulation need be done only
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Chapter 2 Bridge: Determining Probable Bridging Faults

for a substantially reduced subset of bridging faults. The extracted information can

also be used to modify a circuit so that a small set of difficult to test bridging faults

are no longer probable faults. Whether this iatter use is a practical one or not will

have to be left as a subject of future work.
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Analog simulation is necessary for analyzing some faults in CMOS circuits such

as node shorts or stuck-on transistors because they cause intermediate voltage levels as

well as effects which cause delays in a ci¡cuit U7l. Stuck-open transistors that can

cause memory effects may or may not be exercised during a test sequence due to arbi-

trary delays in a circuit [19]. Stuck-open transistors in CMOS transmission gates can

also cause intermediate voltages, as a logic 0 is passed through a p -transistor or a

logic I is passed through an n -transistor. Thus, analog simulation has become neces-

sary in extended fault model simulation at the transistor level in CMOS ci¡cuits.

The problem and the main reason that analog simulation is largely avoided is the

time factor. Simulation of a circuit of even a few hundred transistors on a package

such as Spíce [24] is abysmally slow. Duplicating the circuit a hundred times for a

hundred inserted faults and simulating each one in turn gives a time factor of

Fault Simulation Time = abysmal * hundreds

and is clearly unacceptable.

Other analog simulators such as Aplsim [25] that use evenr-driven algorithms and

simpler transistor models have achieved simulation several times faster than Spíce.

However, for fault simulation the duplication method is still unacceptable for large cir-

cuits.

A fault simulator known as Faust [19] takes advantage of the fact thar a fault in

a circuit generally propagates errors in such a way that only parts of the ci¡cuit a¡e

affected. These affected parts are then duplicated, rather than the entire circuit. The

original and faulty parts for each inserted fault a¡e simulated concurrently, greatly
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Chapter 3 An Analog Fault Simulator

reducing the overall simulation time. The authors in [19] also designed their own ana-

log simulator algorithm and models.

The approach in the fault simulator of this thesis is based on the theory in [19]

but uses an algorithm that is much more intuitive and easier to implement. It was also

implemented under an existing analog simulator, Aplsim, which greatly simplified the

task. (This also left the expertise of designing the circuit simulator in better hands.)

3.L. Ðescniptiore of the Fault SÍmulator

The circuit is regarded as a non-hierarchical transistor circuit. An example of a

simple gate is given in Figure 3.1. A fault in a node or transistor propagates to other

parts of the ci¡cuit according to the following rules:

1) Faults do not affect primary inputs.

2) A transistor fault affects its source and drain nodes.

3) A node fault affects all transistors of which it is the gate, source, or drain.

4) The rules are transitive, in that a transistor affecting its source and drain nodes by
Rule 2 will affect more transistors by Rule 3, etc.

Primary inputs are deemed to be infinite sources and unchangeable by a fault in

the circuit. This is certainly true (in most cases) for inputs Vdd and Gnd bur may not

be for other inputs. It is a restriction that must be imposed, however, for simulation

purposes.

An example is a fault in node 2 in the circuit of Figure 3.1. This fault affects

transistors T1, T3, T4, and T5 by Rule 3. Transistors T4 and T5 in turn affect nodes 3

and 1 by Rule 2. Node 3 affects transistors T6, n, and T8, which in turn affect ourput

2t
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Figure 3.n A CMOS static gate: f = ab.

/. Node 1 affects transistor T2. A fault in node 2 thus affects all the nodes and

transistors in the circuit except primary input nodes a, b , Vd¿, and Gnd.

A fault in transistor T8, however, only affects T7 and node /. Note that T7 does

not affect primary input Gnd nor does T8 affect Vdd, so T1 and T2 are not affected

through Gnd, and T3, T5, and T6 are not affected through Vdd. Simulation speedup

can be achieved by only duplicating those affected items and merging them inro rhe

original circuit. Resistors and floating capacitors (capacitors with neither terminal con-

nected to Gnd) can be regarded as gateless transistors and so pose no restriction to the

algorithm.

To restructure a circuit for a short between nodes, the circuit is duplicated where

either node affects it. While duplicating, one of the shorted nodes is simply substi-

tuted for the other. For example, the fault node 2 shorted to node 3 of the circuit in

Figure 3.1 results in the entire circuit duplicated, with either alt the node 2's substi-

tuted for 3's or vice versa. All the newly created nodes and transistors have to be

accessible by way of a distinct name from the original circuit components, and so a

name for the duplicated component is constructed based on the original component's
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name and a prefix of, for example, f alN ,where 1/ is the number of the fault inserted.

To restructure a circuit for a stuck-on or stuck-open transistor, the circuit is dupli-

cated for all circuit components that are affected by the transistor fault. A new gate

node is then created and assigned a voltage value that will keep that transistor either

stuck-on or open. For example, T8 stuck-open for the circuit in Figure 3.1 would

result in T8, T7, and node / duplicated, and a new node of voltage value 5.0V would

be created as the gate node of the duplicated T8. The duplicated circuit for the above

described faults is shown in Figure 3.2.

The duplicated circuit is then simulated as if this were the original input to the

simulator. While some faults such as fault 0 in Figure 3.2 alfect the entire circuit, oth-

ers such as fault 1 do not. In large ci¡cuits considerable time savings can be achieved.

Since a faulty circuit looks to the simulator exactly the same as a separate original cir-

cuit with a fault manually inserted into its circuit description, there is no loss of accu-

racy or timing information.

3.2. The F'ault Sirnunaton Algonithm

The algorithm will now be defined. The main routine of the algorithm is the

traversal of all circuit components affected by a particular faulty node or transistor.

This traversal is accomplished by the recursive procedure shown in Figure 3.3. It has

a generic procedure process (r) which performs some function on a transistor affected

by the fault. This procedure wiil basically copy the transistor, rename it, and at the

same time copy the nodes as needed for its source, drain, and gate connections. In the

act of creating these components, they will be put into the Aplsim data structures

needed for simulation.

capacitors with one terminal connected to Gnd are not separate components

Aplsím but are simply another record of the node structure. When a node

1n

is
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a) original circuit

fall_T8

fall f

fal0-T7 fall_T7

b) fault 0 c) fault 1

Figure 3.2 Duplicated circuit f -- al for fault 0) nodes 2 and 3 shart-
ed, and fault I ) T8 stuck-open.

duplicated, this capacitor record is duplicated with it. Transistor, resistor, and floating

capacitor components a¡e all referred to as transistors. This is done in order to sim-

plify the explanation of the algorithm, even though these components would have to be

handled specially. The algorithms for adding a short, stuck-on, or stuck-open transistor

fault are now defined:

.0v

LJ
I

1) For every short inserted where the nodes to be shorted are a and. b,
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procedure traverse( van 4:Node );
if q is an input or already processed Éhen returre;
else begin

q.processed := true;
for all original transistors r, of which q is a source do begin

process(t);

traverse(t.drain);

end

for all original transistors r, of which q is a drain do begin
process(t);

taversei¡t.source);

end

for all original rransisrors r, of which q is a gare do begin
process(t);

taverse(t.source);
taverse(t.dratn);

end

end

end; { procedure }

Figure 3.3 Recursíve procedure to traverse all ctrcuit components affected by
a particular faulry node.

a) Mark all nodes affected by the short by calling procedure taversal for both
nodes a and å in turn. All those nodes marked processed by the procedure
are affected by the short. Qtrocess (r) is a null process here.)

b) select the node to change from the two nodes ¿ and å, attempting to
preserve primary input and oufput nodes.

c) Restructure the circuit for the short by calling traversal for both nodes ¿

and b. The procedure process(r) now is used to duplicate all the transistors
reached in the traversal. In duplicating the transistor, the nodes are dupli-
cated for its source, d¡ain, and gate connections if they were marked pro-
cessed by Step la. When duplicating the node to change selected in Step
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lb, it is renamed to the duplicated node that was kept.

d) Assign to the duplicated node a or å that is kept a capacitance rhar is the

sum of the capacitances in nodes a and b. (Note that in simulation, capa-

citances associated with primary inputs are ignored.)

2) For each stuck-on or stuck-open transistor fault where the transistor is f ,

a) Mark all nodes affected by the fault by calling taversal for transistor t's
source and drain nodes.

b) Create a dummy node with the correct voltage (0.0V or 5.0V) required to
keep the transistor stuck-on or open as specified.

c) Duplicate transistor t with the dummy node as gate, and duplicated source
and drain nodes. (The source and/or drain nodes are not duplicated if they
are primary inputs).

d) Restructure the circuit for the faulty transistor by calling traversal for
transistor t's source and drain nodes in turn. The procedvle process(r) is
used as in Step lc except that there is no changing of one node to another
name as in the case of the short fault.

In the algorithm a particular node may be visited and thus duplicated many times.

The duplication procedure first searches for the prefixed node name. If it is found its

address is returned and no duplication is made. This greatly simplifies the algorithm,

and as long as the created nodes are given reproducible and distinct names, no prob-

lems a¡e encountered.

The extension of this algorithm to multiple fault analysis is not difficult This

includes more than two nodes shorted together, more than one separate fault, more

than one transistor fault, or any combination of the above. This was not implemented

as multiple fault analysis was not foreseen to be necessa-ry in the nea¡ future. Also not

implemented were allowances for resistor and floating capacitor circuit components;
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neither are common in digital circuits, and so this will be left for future work.

3"3. The Fault Sixnutrator Usen Interface

As mentioned the algorithm was implemented within the analog simulator

Aplsim. This is an event-d¡iven analog simulator with a simplified transistor simulation

model with simulation times approximately 50 times smaller than ^lpice level 1. It
was chosen because of its widespread use at the University of Manitoba, its readily

available source code, and its easy interface structure to attach additional commands

directed to the fault simulator. The fault algorithm is completely ffi.nsparent to the

main simulation algorithm. It simply duplicates and rearranges the original circuit, and

lets Aplsim take care of the rest.

Aplsim input is a hiera¡chical transistor net list, and so references to specific

nodes are made through hierarchically-appended node names. Hierarchically-appended

transistor names were added to the data structures for access by the fault simulator but

are transparent to norrnal simulation. A primary input, unaffected by intemal faults, is

specified by assigning the node a voltage value. A primary oulput is denoted by speci-

fying that graph data is to be produced for the node.

After the original circuit is entered, faults are inserted one at a time by command

line.

)SIM' FAULT SHORT node_name _I node _name_2'
)SIM'FAUA| STUCK tansistor nam¿ ONIOFF'

Duplicated primary output nodes are also designated as primary oulputs, and graph

data is produced so that a fault analysis can be performed. Graph data must also be

produced for all primary inputs that are involved with short faults.
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3"4. Fault Analysis Methodology

A fault analysis methodology was realized, with several utility progfttms. The two

major programs are described briefly as follows.

3.4.L. Gread: An Analog to Semi-Ðigital Converúer

Gread (Graph READ) takes the plotting information generated by Aplsím and,

creates semi-digital data. It does this by analyzing the voltage values of the nodes at

the end of each time period. It then outputs a semi-digital strengtMogic-level pair

according to the rules in Table 3.1. It could be implemented to either look at only the

last voltage value before the next time period or to use a window to verify that the

voltage level has settled for some specified time before the next time period. At

present it uses the window method. The current digitizing values used are shown in

Table 3.2. These values were based on the the assumption that a gate's input causes it

to switch at or ne¿ìr 2.5V, the midpoint of the operating range.

Voltage Range Output

0.0<V <levell_O
levelL L<V S5.0

d0

d1

levell_0<V <level2_0

levelT I <V < levell I
w0

wl

levelZ_0<V <level3_O

level3 L<V <levelT 1

w0
w1

level3 0<V <level3 1 UX

Table 3.tr Gread digirizing rules.

The Gread progam also analyzes the timing information provided in the graph

data. The main pqpose of this option is to look at the settling times of the primary
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T'able 3.2 Current Gread digitizing level values.

outputs. The settling time is currently defined as the time to reach a certain specified

percentage of logic 1 (5.0V) or logic 0 (0.0V) or, if the settled value is non-digital,

within 0.1V of the final value. The program also lists the analog values found that are

outside of the boundary set.

3.4.2. Fcomp: Compiling Faulty Output Vectors

Fcomp (Fault COMPile) compiles the faulty oulput vector for a given fault so

that it can be examined with reference to a good oulput vector. It currently takes the

data produced by Gread, but it could be wrinen to take the graph data directly. For

every input pattern applied and for every fault inserted in the circuit, the resulting data

for the primary outputs of the faulty circuit are collected. In general, the faulty pri-

mary output node is sea¡ched for by looking for the data of a node with a name con-

structed of the primary output name and prefixed by falN, where N is the number of

the fault being analyzed. If it is found, the fault has affected the primary output, and

this data is extracted. If it is not found, the node has not been affected, and the pri-

mary output data of the original circuit is used. However, it may also not be found if

the fault is a short between this node and a primary input or another primary output.

The following decision algorithm summarizes the methodology.

_0
_0
_0

Ievel I
level2

level3

0.25

1.00

2.00
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Collecting data for primary output node g , with the fault numbered ¡y', is defined
as follows:

SHORT input_nodz g

Look for fault data as the data for the primary input, ínput_node.

SHORT output_node g

Look for fault data as the data for the node falN_output_node. (Order is the
deciding factor as to which node is renamed as it is duplicated because both
nodes are primary ouçuts.)

Otherwise,

SHORT or STUCK ONIOFF

Look for fault data as the data for node falN3. If not found, node g was
unaffected by the fault; use the data from the original circuit node g

The compiled faulty ouÞut vector and a good output vector are then passed to an

application specific routine to analyze the results. Note that a short fault benveen rwo

prima¡y input nodes is invalid.

3.5" Ðiscussion and FuÉure Work

The fault simulator is useful in two respects. First, it can cut down on simulation

time for injected faults by duplicating only those parts affected. Second, and equally

important is the organizational problem of duplicating circuits and simulating each one

separately. This quickly becomes a problem as the number of injected faults increases.

One problem encountered is the large files created by the graph method used.

Fiies of several megabytes are not uncommon for a simulation with several tens of

3)
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faults injected. This could be overcome with a monitoring function within Aplsim that

digitizes the ourput after each simulation period automatically according to some

definable rules. This is viewed as a necessary feature for the future. The drawback is

the inabiliry to re-process the raw data again under a different set of digitizing rules,

without re-simulation. There will obviously become a trade-off between this versatility

and the ability to store and process graph files of several megabytes.
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Due to the time factor involved in analog simulation, there will always be a place

for non-analog simulators. The switch-level simulator is a good example. It provides

no timing information but uses a transistor-level circuit description. It can be used for

simulating circuits that are too large for an analog simulator to handle in a reasonable

time, especiaily for applications where simulations are done repeatedly, such as during

circuit development. Likewise, fault simulation can be done based on non-analog

simulators. Even though not as much information is provided by non-analog simula-

tion and fault analysis, much larger problems can be handled with the same resources

due to their inherently more simplistic circuit models.

4"tr. The CMOS Switch-f-evel SixnuXator

A switch-level simulator named Bsim l20l was developed specifically for CMOS

transistor circuits. It is an event-d¡iven simulator and supports multi-leveled digital

values. It uses as input a non-hierarchical transistor list circuit description, with no

information about transistor strengths or node capacitances. It has been demonstrated

to work for static circuits, including transmission gate designs, and for some dynamic

circuits such as Flip-flops.

4.2. The Stuck-Oper¡ Fault Simulaton ^A,lgoríthm

Miller [20] describes a CMOS stuck-open fault simulator. For a given sequence

of input patterns, the simulator identifies the transistor stuck-open faults that will be
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tested. This algorithm was implemented as described in that paper with a few addi-

tional enhancements in the present work, that will be describ€d later. The fault simu-

lator algorithm is well described in [20] and so will not be repeared here; however, the

basic principies will be summarized.

The stuck-open fault analysis algorithm is based on determining critical fransistors

involved in driving a panicular node. In a CMOS circuit a primary oufput node is

driven through on transistors by a primary input node such as Gnd or Vdd. Of these

transistors, one is deemed critical if its removal (or a fault causing it to be stuck-open)

would cause the primary output to be in a high impedance state.

The algorithm identifies such transistors by finding all paths from primary inputs

to the given node throu gh on transistors of a particular type (¿ -transistors if the node

is at logic 0, or p -transistors if the node is at togic 1). The critical transistors can then

be identified by a weighting algorithm that determines if the transistor is necessary to

maintain all paths from primary inputs to the given node. For example, Figure 4.1

shows a CMOS AND gate.

Consider the input pattern ab = 11. The output / is driven by Vdd through

transistor T3. ItT3 is stuck-open, / will be in the high impedance srare; rherefore,

T3 is identified as a critical transistor. This transistor will be identified by applying

the algorithm to node /.

Node 1 is identified as a second order effect node, which drives the gate of 73.

This node is d¡iven by Gnd to logic 0 through transistors T4 andT1. The removal of

either one of these transistors would cause node 1 to be in the high impedance state.

These transistors are thus critical with respect to node 1. Because node 1 drives the

gate of crifical transistor T3 for ouÞut f , T4 and T5 are also criúcal for node /.
There can be third, fourth, and higher order effects without limit. Second order effects

are found by applying the algorithm to the gate node of all critical transistors found in

the first pass. Thfud and higher order effect critical transistors are found by applying
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f=ab

Figure 4.1 An example CMOS static círcuit: f = ab.

the algorithm to the gate node of the transistors found in the second pass, and so on.

To test for a stuck-open transistor, two input pattems are required. To test T3,

first / would be set to logic 0 with input pattern ab = 01, for example. A second

input pattern, ab = 11, would set / to logic 1 in a good circuit and Ieave f in the

high impedance state if T3 were stuck-open. Since the last value of node / was logic

0, this would be retained, and the fault would be detected. Likewise, stuck-open faults

inT4 orT5 would be detected by the same two inputpattern sequence, ab = (01,11),

with node I in the high impedance state retaining an inconect logic 1 and propagating

this incorrect state to output /.
Transistor stuck-open faults that are exercised by a two input pattern sequence are

identified by applying the algorithm to those primary outputs that have changed. since

the last simulation. Second and higher order effect critical transistors are identified by

applying the algorithm to the gate nodes that have changed since the last simulation of
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4.3. Frohlenns,4ssociafed wüth $tucle-open F'ault ÐetectÍora

There are problems with the theory of stuck-open fault detection, two of which

are identified in [18]. The first is the idea of charge sharing. When a node in the high

impedance state remains at logic 1, it is because charge has been retained with the

capacitance of the node. For example, if T5 (refer to Figure 4.1) is stuck-open, the

input pattem sequence ab = (01,11) can be used to detect it. However, the charge that

remains at node 1 is distributed to node 2 through on transistor T 4. This charge shar-

ing may cause node I to be degraded from a logic 1 state, depending on the relative

sizes of the capacitances on nodes I and 2. In this case, the result would be the

expected circuit oulput despite Z5 being stuck-open. In other circuits, this may not be

the case. It may be that the particular input pattern sequence that was identified as a

test for the transistor would not be able to do so. Reddy [18] points out that the rela-

tively large capacitances on oulput nodes minimize this problem, but this may not b€

the case for internal nodes such as node 1 in Figure 4.1.

To detect this, a special check may have to be done to identify charge distribution

effects by looking at paths through on transistors leading away from the node but not

reaching primary inputs. The check would use the node capacitances to decide

whether logic 1 degradation would take place. This would be done whenever a high

impedance state would cause a logic 1 to be retained. The switch-level simulator in its

present form does not include information such as capacitances, and so this would be a

major enhancement that is left for future work.

The other problem identified in [18] is that of test input skews. Figure 4.2 shows

a CMOS gate, an example from that paper. To test T5 stuck-open the second input

pattern must be abcd = 1010. To set node / to logic 0, pattern abcd - 1001 coutd be
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chosen. In applying the two pattern sequence it is possible that abcd = 1000 could be

produced as a Íansitional state due to input skews. This transitional state would cause

T7 and T8 to conduct, passing a logic 1 to outputf and invalidating the test. Like-

wise, the transitional søte abcd = 1011 would invalidate the test by turning on T9 and

r10.

"-ì
ol

{

{

Figure 4.2 A CMOS gate: f =ab +ab +ac +-cd +cd. (Both x
and x' denote the inverted value of x.)

$imilar skewing effects could be produced by delays in the circuit [19]. Such

deiays would depend on internal capacitances, relative transistor driving power, local

temperatures, and so on. Even with analog fault simulation, such effects may not be

discovered due to factors such as inaccurate paftLmeter estimaúon, inaccurate transistor

modelling, or manufacturing process variations.
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A feature has been buiit into the fault simulator to detect such possible invalida-

tions due to skewing effects. When determining the path through on transistors from

primary inputs to the specified node, a Íansistor is considered on if it is on in this or

the previous simulation. This allows for all possible transitional states from one input

pattern to the next. It results, however, in fault coverage reported that is extremely

conservative.

Another problem has to do with stuck-open faults in pass transistor CMOS ci¡-

cuits. A CMOS design uses an n and a p -transistor in parallel to pass a logic value.

This is because an ¿ -transistor passes a logic 0 with no degradation, and a p -transistor

passes a logic 1 with no degradation. A stuck-open fault in one transistor of a CMOS

pass transistor pair will not result in a memory error. Instead, the result is a degrada-

tion of logic values because a logic 1 is passed through an n -transistor, or a logic 0 is

passed through a p -transistor.

When the algorithm determines fransistor paths through on transistors from pri-

mary inputs to the node in question, it only considers transistors of the correct type

(n-type if the node is at logic 0, orp-type if the node is at logic 1). Thus the algo-

rithm will identify one transistor of the pair as critical even though the other transistor

of the wrong type does pass a degraded logic level. A successive stage of the circuit

may regard this value as the correct or incorrect logic level because it may be near its

threshold. If it is taken as incorrect it behaves like a memory emor. If it is taken as

correct the test would not detect the fault. Also, the non-digital value may cause the

circuit to behave in a way not predictable with non-analog simulation.

In any case, the fault may not be detected, which could lead to problems. It is

beyond the scope of a switch-level simulator to resolve these potential problems. The

results of the fault simulator algorithm are nevertheless considered to be useful, even

for CMOS pass transistor logic circuits.
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Chapter 4 A Switch-Level Transistor Stuck-Open Fault Simulator

4.4" funplernentatÍon of the StucEc-Opexl F'ault Síxnulator

The fault simuiator has been implemented as described in [20] with the following

enhancements:

The algorithm checks all higher order effects by applying the algorithm to the

gate nodes of all critical transistors discovered, until all are processed. A flag is
kept so that a node is not re-processed during application of the algorithm to the

different primary oulputs in a single simulation.

There is an íf ch.anged switch that controls whether the algorithm will be applied
to a node in all cases or only if the node has changed states from the previous

simulation. The latter is the normal situation.

There is a reddy switch that controls in the algorithm whether a transistor is
considered on íf it is on in only this simulation or if it is on either in this or the
previous simulation. The latter case does not identify transistors tested by pat-

terns that could be invalidated due to input skewing effects.

4.5. Ðíscussíom and TesÉ Results

The algorithm was run for three CMOS circuits with the options described in

Section 4.4. The test cases were a 3-input AND gate (AND3), Full-Adder, and the cir-

cuit in Figure 4.2. The Full-Adder circuit is the pass transistor design found in [26].

A summary of the test results is shown in Table 4.1.

The results in Table 4.1 demonstrate several effects. First, running the algorithm

with no options is perceived as a good measure of how much of the circuit has been

exercised, for the given input set. The exhaustive input patterns for this option show

that lAÙVo of the transistors in all circuits a¡e critical for at least one input pattern.

This also shows that no transistors are redundant.
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Circuit
Number of
Transistors

Input Pattern

Sequence

No

Options

if changed

Option

if changed

rediy
Options

AND3 I

8 sequential

exhaustive

8 4 4

8 random 8 6 6

16 random 8 7 7

Full-Adder 20

8 sequential

exhaustive

20 7 7

8 random t7 8 )
16 random 20 15 4

Figwe 4.2 28

16 sequential

exhaustive

28 13 9

16 random 25 t7 11

32 random 28 18 13

Table 4.L Stuck-openfault simulator results.

Another observation is how the íf changed option affects the results. This option

is the nomral option for stuck-open fault simulation. It requires the two parrern

sequence to set up then test a stuck-open fault. An exhaustive input sequence no

longer tests all stuck-open faults. Even the random sequence of trvice the exhaustive

length does not test all faults. This result brings into question our methods of testing

circuits. One usually assumes that an exhaustive sequence from either sequential

counters or pattern generators such as maximal length linear feedback shift registers

(LFSR) [10] shoutd be able to test a circuit with 1007o coverage. The stuck-open fault

model shows that this is not the case.
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The final observation is how the reddy option affects the results. This option

does not report transistor tests that could be invalidated by input skews or delays

within the circuit. In the case of the AND3 circuit, and the Full-Adder circuit with the

sequential exhaustive input pattern sequence, no invalidations were reported. In the

case of the circuit of Figure 4.2, and the other input pattern sequences with the Full-

Adder, a considerable number of invalidations were reported. This demonstrates the

circuit and input pattern sequence dependent nature of such invalidations. Circuit

modifications to enhance stuck-open testability is discussed in t181. Modifying circuits

to enhance testability, even at the transistor level, may become more important in the

future.

Overall, the test results were quite interesting. Additional tests would have to be

made for more conclusive results, which would include examining more circuits,

different impiementations of the same circuit, and various input pattern sequences and

lengths.

4"6. Lixmitations of the BsÍr¡a Sín¡ulaton

It should be noted that the Bsirn simulator failed in two situations to date. While

simulating a one's complement adder circuit, the program fell into an end.less loop.

Since this is a sequential ci¡cuit (see Chapter 5), it was not very surprising that the

simulator had difficulty simulating the circuit. The circuit simulated correctly for

several input patterns but failed during the sequence of wo specific patterns. It is not

known at this time whether there is a bug in the Bsim algorithm (or implementation of

the algorithm) or if simulating sequential circuits with a switch-level simulator is

inherently difficult. There have been no problems in simulating a D-rype Flip-flop.

The other problem was in simulating a 9 by 9-bit multiplier circuit (see Chapter

7). The circuit was simulated for several thousand input pattems, but four or five of
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the simulations were incorrect. One of these input patterns was re-simulated within a

different sequence and the result was corect. The fault simulator also failed during

these simulations. It is thought that this was a result of the failure of the input pattern

simulation.
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There has been a recent revival in the interest in concurrent checking techniques

as a built-in self-test (BIST) alternative t11-151. This can be attributed to many fac-

tors. One is that VLSI has given the opportunity to put concurent checking circuitry

on the same chip as the function circuitry. Others a¡e the general reasons why BIST is

important: reducing the need of costly test hardware, reducing the time necessa¡y for

tests, and so on.

In a concu:rent checking scheme the results of a circuit are checked after every

operation. A very simple example of this would be duplication, where two copies of a

circuit are made. The results of both are compared after every operation, and any

discrepancy points to a fault in one of the circuits. Coding techniques, however, can

be used in a concu¡rent checking scheme to reduce the overhead (more than 1007o)

involved in the duplication technique. Depending on the coding scheme employed,

fault coverage can vary.

It became of growing relevance to the present work to combine the ideas

presented in Chapters 2-4, with respect to extended fault models and fault simulation,

with knowledge of BIST techniques to produce an appropriate application. Concurrenr

checking was considered to be an interesting challenge, and this led to the BIST appli-

cation describ€d in this chapter. A parallel unsigned binary multiplier was designed

with a concturent checking scheme based on a modula¡ arithmetic code.
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5.X-" T'he Farallel Bineary frrlartrtiplier Circuitry

A parallel unsigned binary multiplier is built based on the design in [26]. An

example 4 by 4-bít multiplication is shown in Figure 5.1. The design is based on a

single ANDÆull-Adder cell. This cell performs the bit multiplication and parrial pro-

duct accumulation. It is arranged in an m by n afiay to perform an m by n-bit binary

multiplication. The cell is shown in Figure 5.2, and an example 4by 4-bit multiplier

is shown in Figure 5.3.

1

0

1011
1101
1011
000
11
1

0

0

I

Figure 5.L An example of a 4 by 4-bit unsigned binary multiplicatíon:
1110* 1310 - r43rc.

The AND gates perform the bit multiplications, producing the l's and 0's in Fig-

ure 5.1, while the Full-Adders accumulate the results in each column, as well as the

carrys from the previous column, in paraltel. Each cell is assigned a two-number pair

(i ,i ), corresponding to its position, row i and column j, in the array where

= 0, 1, ,n-I

= 0,1, Jn-l

The sum and carry outputs of each cell are used as the partial results for the next

stage. Each cell in a vertical column performs the addition of l's corresponding to a

distinct power of two. A cell (i,l) accumulates 1's of weight zi+i and, oulpurs sum

I

j
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Figure 5.2 A cell in th¿ parallel binary multiplier array.

Figure 5.3 A 4 by 4-bit parallel binary multiplier anay.
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and carry bits of the power Ti+i and,2i+j+t respectively.

The sum in inputs to row zero, and the carry in inputs to column zero, are set to

logic 0. One could achieve some area minimization in these cells by using AND cells

in row zero and ANDÆ{alf-Adder cells in column zero, bur in a large affay the propor-

tion of area saved is small, and the simplicity of having a regular structure is more

important.

5.2" T'he Fault ModeB

The fault model used to perform testing on the ¿uray assumes that only one cell

in the array is faulty. That is, a 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 error can occur in either the sum our-

put, carry output, or both, in one cell only. This fault model is a functional fault

model that should be supported by ci¡cuit-level fault models, the topic of Chapter 6.

A fault in cell (i,j) can then be described as an arithmetic error in its sum and carry

outputs. The fault suûtmary is shown in Table 5.1, where k = i+j.

The effect of these errors on the primary oulput result is direct. An arithmetic

error as described in Table 5.1 causes the corresponding arithmetic error in the result.

For example, consider a fault that occurs corresponding to line I in Table 5.1, in the

cett (1,2). This is a +2k error where k = i+j = 3, or a +8 error. If the correct result is

S, the eroneous result will be l=S+8. A format proof of this is not presented. It

can be seen, however, that the Full-Adders a¡e positioned to accumulate bits of weight

of the power 2i+i. An error as specified in Table 5.1 simply injects or fails to inject

1's into the Full-Adder summation aray, and this must be reflected as the correspond-

ing arithmetic error in the result.

The additive nature of the errors described fits perfectly with the narure of arith-

metic codes, and in particular the modula¡ codes to be described next.
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Fault(s)
A¡ithmetic

Error

0) carry: no error, sum: no error 0

1) sum: 0 to 1
carm: no erTor-2) sum: I to 0

+2k
_2k

3) carry: 0 to 1,

4) carry: I to o, sum: no error
+2k+r

¡k+l

5) sum: 0 to 1
carrv: u to l.6) sum: 1 to 0

(2k +2t'+r¡ = +3* 2k

Ç2k¡2k+t¡ = +2k

7) 
carrv: 1 to o. sum: o to 1

8) sum: 1 to 0

¡.7k _1k+\ - _1k
\¿ L t- -

(-Ztc-2tc+t¡ = -3* 2k

Table 5.n Faults and conesponding arithntetic errors of the cell (i,j), k = i+j .

5.3. Modulan Aríth¡netic Codes

Modula¡ codes are separable codes in that the information bits and the code bits

are distinct. The code is in the form [N,K]. The code bits K are calculated as

modoN,where a is the base of the code.

Modula¡ codes can be used to detect bit enors in much the same way as parity

codes. More importantly, however, for this application is the additive nafure of the

codes. An additive error can be defined as follows.

Ðefinition 5.f An additive error is defined. An information word 1 is comrpted

to I Uy an additive error E, such that

1=I +E

The error E can be positive or negative. For example, the information word

I = 7 = 01112 is corrupted by E = *1. The erroneous information word is

1 = 8 - 10002. This is an elror in fou¡ bits. It would require a d.istance-S parity code
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to detect such an enor f271, but this is only a l-bit arithmetic error. The arithmetic

weight of a number can be defined analogous to a Hamming weight defined for parity

codes.

Ðefinition 5.2 [28] The arithmetic weight of an integer À/ is the minimum
number of nonzero teÍns in the following expression.

N - la¡2i, ai t, {-!,0,11
i>0

The minimum requirement is necessary because there may be many such representa-

tions of a number. For exampIe,T =20+21+22 =23-20, and so weight(1) =2. For the

multiplier checking another definition is useful, that of a burst arithmetic error.

Ðefinition 5.3 An n-bit burst arithmetic error is defined if E is represented as

the smallest ¿ such that

k+n-lE- 2o¡2'; aie{-l,l};i=k,k+n-I

and a¡ e {-1,0,1} ; í + k,k+n-l

With this definition, E = 7 = 1112 is a 3-bit burst arithmetic error. This definition will

be useful in describing the errors in a Full-Adder cell. The following discussion wili

be limited in scope as to how modular codes can be used in multiplier checking. Two

theorems are presented.

Theorem 5.X. modo(¡+y) - modo(modox + modoy)

Theorem 5.2 modo(x*y) - modo(modox * modoy)

The proofs of these theorems are presented in Appendix A.

Of parricular interest are those modular codes referred to as low cost modular

codes. These are defined as follows.
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Ðefinition 5.4 A low cost modular code is defined with base a where a = Zp -I.

To implement these codes, no division is necessary. They can be implemented with a

series of p-bit one's complement adders.

An n -bit binary number B can be represented in the form

n-lp = fb¡Z'
i=0

b¡ e {0,1}

Using Theorems 5.1 and 5.2,

modoB - modo

The modo(2¡ ) for ¿ of the form in Definition 5.4 is shown as follows. This is proved

in Palt I of the proof of Theorem 5.4, which appears as Proof 4 in Appendix A.

["-r I
| \Utmoa,P'¡ |L¡+ I

powers of 2
modo

20 21 22

t24
Zp-r ZP Zp+r

zP-r t 2

The modo of .B is calculated by grouping the n -bit number into p -bit words, consist-

ing of bits i with distinct modoTi values, and summing these with one's complement

adders (corresponding to modo adders) [28]. This can be done either serially or in

parallel with a tree structure.

A mod3 code (p =2) can be shown to be an additive distance-2 code. That is, an

arithmetic error of weight one, E = *)i, can be detected but not corrected, while an

arithmetic error of weight two, such as E = +2i+2i (i*j), might not be detected. This

is true regardless of the number of bits affected, thus separating this definition from

that of parity-based codes. For example, an error that causes the result I =7 to Ue ÊS

is an additive +20 error, or a l-bit add.itive error, even though four bits are affected in

the binary representation.
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The proof follows from Theorem 5.3. The proof of Theorem 5.3 appears as

Proof 3 in Appendix A.

Theorem 5.3 Given a modular code base a, information word.I, and comrpting
arithmetic error E, the error will be undetected if and only if modoE = 0.

If the enor is of the form E = *2i and ¿=3 then,

modoU = modz(!2') e ll,2l

This error will be detected because modoE is never 0. A 2-bit error such as

E = +(2k+2e+1) - +3* 2k will not be detected because

modo(E) = modt(l3x 2k) = 0

From the powers of 2, modo, shown previously, the following might be deduced.

T'heorern 5.4 A modo code where a = 2p -l is a (p-l)-bit burst detecting arith-
meúc code.

The proof of rheorem 5.4 appears as Proof 4 in Appendix A. For example, the

powers of 2, modT (p=3), are shown as follows.

powers of 2 20 2L 22 23 z,-r
mod7L24l24

Errors in two consecutive bits, or less, will be of the form

E e +1,!2$4 single errors
+1,L2,!3 double errors

The modT(E) is never 0, and so the modT code can detect arithmetic burst errors of

two bits or less. It is only a 2-bit burst detecting arithmetic code, however, because a
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0 to 1 error in the lower three bits will give an additive error of E = 20+2r+22 = 7,

and modT(E) = modtQ) = 0.

5"4" The ConcunremÉ Checkixlg Scheme

The properties of the low cost modular codes described in Section 5.3 make them

ideal for mulúplier checking (and also for other arithmetic operations). The fault

model presented in Section 5.2and summarized in Tabte 5.1 assumes that a single cell

can be faulty. This causes either XZk , +2k+1, or +3* 2& errors in the result. Recall

that k = i+i, and (i,i) denotes the cell's position in the multiplier array. According

to the definitions in Section 5.3, the +2k and, +2k+t errors conespond to single arith-

metic elTors, and the +3''' 2k errors correspond to 2-bit arithmetic errors or 2-bit burst

arithmetic errors.

It has been shown in Section 5.3 that a mod3 code can detect all of the above

errors except the +3*2k erïors, and that a rnod.1 code can detect all. Also, by

Theorem 5.4, any low cost modular code with p>3 can detect all these errors. The

mnd3 and madT codes will probabty be the only ones considered, however, because a

larger code requires more circuitry to implement.

A concurent checking scheme can be devised based on Theorem 5.2 for an m by

n -bit multiplier and modular code a = 2P -1. The moduli of the inputs are calculared,

multiplied, and the modulus of the result is compared to the modulus of the result of

the main multiplication. This is represenred in Figure 5.4.

Two modules not yet described are the zero check and the d,unl rail checker. The

zero check is used to detect the modo result a and to set this to zero. These two

values are equivalent in the one's complement a¡ithmetic used to calculate the moduli

but have to be set to one known state for comparison. The p-bit dual rait checker is a

cascaded form of the 2-bit dual rail self-checking checker in [13]. A correct condition
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Figure 5.4 The concurrent checkíng scheme.

is indicated when the two output bits are opposite in logic value.

5.5. Fault Coverage

It is appropriate to state exactly what the modulo checking circuitry will detect.

While errors in the main multiplication are the target of the checking system, errors in

the checking hardware are possible as well. How exactly the system handles these

errors is quite significanr Refer to Figure 5.4, the multiplier checking scheme.

The main justification for the modulo checking is that it will detect all errors in a

single cell of the multiplication array. This holds as long as the correct moduiar code

is used for the fault model. That is, modT if all errors of Table 5.1 are possible, and
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mod3 if the +3*2k errors are not.

The same is true for the p by p -bit overhead multiplication, constructed as a

small scale version of the main multiplier. Any errors in one cell of this overhead

multiplier wili not be masked and thus will be detected. It cannot be determined that

the overhead circuitry has the error, and so the chip wilt be pronounced faulty even

though the main multiplication output is correct. This is unavoidable with a error

detection, but not error location, scheme.

The modulo circuitry is composed of p -bit one's complement adders, that are

themselves constructed of p Full-Adder cells with an end around carry as shown in

Figure 5.5. Similarly to the multiplier, the fault model would assume that only one

Full-Adder cell can be faulty. The fault model may, or may not, be the same as that

of the ANDÆull-Adder cell of the multiplier; however, the theory is the same. A cell

in position Ë of the array

k =0,I, p-l

can potentially cause Lzk, +2k*1, and +3*2k errors in its sum and carry outputs

exactly as in Table 5.1, the error model of the multiplier cell. These will be reflected

directly, modo, at the oulput of the p -bit one's complement adder and detected as long

as the correct modular code is used. Of course, cascaded stages of one's complement

adders wiil also not mask the error. This can be proved quite easily from Theorem

5.1. It is now observed that the modula¡ code used must reflect the fault models in not

only the multiplier array but also the modulo circuitry array.

If errors in the modulo circuitry occur in the modulo calculations of the main

multiplier or in the oulput of the p by p -bit multiplier, the errors will not be masked.

This is not necessarily the case for the modulo calculations of the inputs. These can

potentially be masked by the p by p-bit multiplier, as will be shown. Theorems 5.1

and 5.2 are used in the analysis.
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a(l) b(1) a(0) b(0)

Figure 5.5 A p-btt one's complement adder.

Label the inputs to the multiplier M and Q. Consider an error in the calculation

of modoM,

modoM -modo(modaM +E)

where E is the additive error as a result of an enor in one of the Full-Adder cells of

the one's complement adders used in the calcuration. Now the result,

modo(mod"M) n (modoQD = modo(modoMxmndoe + modoE*modoe)

is equal to mado(modoM*modoQ) whenever either modoE is zero, mdoe is zero, or

modoE*modoQ is a multiple of a. The first means that either there was no erïor, or

the modulo base a is insufficient for the error E. The second and thi¡d situations are

problems. If one of the input moduli is zero, an error in calculating the modulus of

the other input will be masked. An example of the third siruarion is if ttre cod.e is

mod6 (p-4), modoE = 3, and modoQ = 5. One might be tempted ro say that this is

desirable; the error in the checking circuitry is not giving a círcuit bad condt¡on. This

may be all right in some conditions, but it would be a more fail-safe system if it were

not so. For instance, another fault could manifest itself before this one is detected, and
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the combination of the two faults might be outside of the fault model.

The other component that this overhead scheme will not detect is an error in the

main input bits. If this error is consistent for both the main multiplication and the

overhead calculations, it could not be detected. There is no code space limitation on

the input bits, and this is indistinguishable from simply another input pauem. How-

ever, even if the error is confined to either the main multiplication or the overhead cal-

culations, the same situation arises as with an error in the input moduli caiculations.

That is, if modo of the error multiplied by the modulus of the other input is zero, the

error is not detected.

Erors in the zero check circuitry will obviously be detected because any altera-

tion of the moduli at this point is detected in the next stage, which is the self-checking

checker. Errors in the seH-checking checker will be detected more or less by

definition.

The previous discussion can b€ summarized with respect to the following

definitions [10].

Definition 5.5 Fault-Secure: A. circuit is fault secure for a set of faults F if, for
every fault in F, the circuit never produces an incorrect code output for code
inputs.

The multiplier checking scheme is fault secure only if F excludes faults in the input

modulo circuitry, and the input bits themselves are unaffected by faults.

Ðefinition 5.6 Self-Testíng: A circuit is self-testing for a set of faults F, if for
every fault in F, the circuit produces a noncode output for at least one code input.

The multiplier checking scheme is self-testing because inputs can be found such that

rnodoE*rnod"Q ís not zero, wdo.
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ÐefinitÍon 5.7 Totally Self-Checking: A ci¡cuit is totally self-checking if it is
both fault-secure and self-testing.

The goal of the multiplier checking scheme was to be totally self-checking. Unfor-

tunately, because of the problems described above, the goal was not compleæly real-

ized- It was considered adequate, for most purposes, that the scheme is self-testing.

5"6" l-ayorat '{rea ,4natrysis of t}ae Concurrent Claeckireg Schenne

An attempt is made in this section to determine the area overhead involved in

implementing the concurrent checking scheme. Achieving an exact estimation is

difficult in working with unknowns such as wiring area, but a rough estimate of the

checking area overhead can be derived.

The major component of both the multipliers and the one's complement adders

used in the modulo circuitry is the Full-Adder. This will be the unit of measure used

to estimate area. The sizes of all other standard ce1ls, such as NAND gates, will be

converted to this measure. One other note is that in a double metal CMOS technol-

ogy' some wiring can be done di¡ectly over the standard cells. In this way, the wiring

overhead is reduced and in some cases becomes negligibte. For example, in laying out

the multiplier array, the second layer of metal is used for cell interconnection in such a

way that the area of the multiplier is only the area of the ANDÆull-Adder ceils com-

posing it.

The overhead discussion will be divided into the various major parts of Figure

5.4, which shows the overall concurrent checking scheme. The discussion pertains to

an m by n -bit multiplication with modo checking where a is a low cost modular code

base, derived from p as in Definirion 5.4.
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i) The main mulriplier requires rnn ANDÆull-Adder cells. The a¡ea addition of
the AND cell is ignored, and the summary is as follows.

Main multiplier: mn units area.

The overhead multiplier is a p by p -bit array. It is designed exactly like the
main multiplier. Some savings can be made using AND and Haif-Adders cells in
the floor plan, bur this witl be ignored

Overhead multiplier: p2 units area.

The calculation of the modulus of an N-bit number is based on using p-bit one's
complement adders, each requiring p Full-Adders. The N bits are grouped p
bits at a time. These can be added serially or in a tree structure, but both require
the identical number of one's complement adders. A summary is as follows, the
proofs of which appear as Proofs 5 and 6 in Appendix A.

Total p-bit one's complement adders:

Modulo circuiury serial rayour'r 
I l#-l-t ] units area.

Moduro circuiury parailer rayout: ,L+t;ll 
þg, l;l.l uni,, ,,,u

Moduli are calculated, as seen in Figure 5.4, for each of m, n, 2p , and
m+n bits.

Two zero checks are needed, each requiring one p-input NAND and, p 2-input
AND gates. The AND gates are considered half a Full-Adder cell. A p -input
NAND gate is considered to be made up of (p-1) 2-inpur AND gates connected
in a serial or tree stn¡cture, each of size one-half of a Full-Adder. Only the
serial layout of the p -input NAND gate is considered.

l;l '

4)

2 Znro checks: 2*2P -l = 2p -7 units area.
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5) The dual rail checkers are composed of six 2-input NAND gates for each 2-bit
checker. For p >2, (p -2) additional 2-bit checkers are required. These can be
connected serially or in parallel in a tree structure. The proofs for both the
serial and tree structure layouts follow from the discussion of the modulo circui-
try implementation in Appendix A. Note that for the smaller values of p , p <4,
a tree structure can be implemented as efficiently as the serial structure.

Dual rail checker serial layour, 5þ/^ = 3p-3 unirs a¡ea.

Duar rail checker parauei layout: tl+lþ"rrl units area.

An overhead area estimate based on these figures can now be presented. It will

be assumed that fl=ft, and that serial layouts of the zero check and, self-checking

checkers are used. While not precise, these calculations will nevertheless show reason-

able expectations in laying out the circuitry. A summary of the formulas for the serial

and parallel layouts are shown in Table 5.2.

With the formulas in Table 5.2, the overhead can be estimated for a particular n

and modular code a derived from p. The overhead area is the summation of lines 2-7

of Table 5.2 for a given n and p. The fractional overhead is then this summation

divided by ,2, the area of the main multiplier, which is line 1 of Table 5.2.

For a constant p, an expression can be obtained for the fractional overhead in

terms of increasing z, the multiplier size. This is derived fi¡st for the serial layout of

the modulo circuitry.

The s'rm of lines 3-5 of Table 5.2 can be reduced to,

,l,l;l.l+1-,)

-ol,lry).|"r] 
']
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Function
Total A¡ea

Units

1) main multiplier n2

2) overhead multiplier p2

3a) input moduli serial

3b) input moduli parallel

"ll;1'
,l+t;ll 

F'', [;]l
4) overhead mult. modulus p

5a) output modulus serial

5b) oulput modulus parallel

,ll+1,

,l+l+11 þ',t+ll
6) zero checks 2p-l
7) dual rail checkers 3p-3

T'able 5.2 overhcad formulas for an n by n-bit multiplier wíth modo (a = 2n -l)
checkíng. The unit of area is the area of a Futl-Ad"d,er cell.

=2n *2p +Zn +p -2p

This can be combined with lines 2, 6, and 7 of rable 5.2 as follows.

Overhead Area < 4n + pz + 6p - 4

For a constant p and increasing ¿, this expression approaches 4n, and the fractional

overhead is expressed as follows.

Fractional Overhead (Serial) = 4n- 
= 4n¿n
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Chapter 5 A Paraliel Binary Multiplier with Concurent Check

The same analysis can be done for the parallel modulo circuitry implementation.

Since the overhead will be divided by ,2, as is the case of the serial calculations

above, only those overhead calculations dependin g on n are significant. These are the

input and oulpur modulo circuiry only, lines 3 and 5 of rable 5.2.

The sum of lines 3 and 5 of rable 5.2 can be reduced as follows.

"l+t; I I ['"" l; I I 
., 

l+l+11 þ,, l+ll
-,1 +lryJ ] ['"",, î).,1+l"r] ] ['"*,? ]L

= (n *p )(t+ to g 2n -to gzp ) + @ + 
!)e+to 

g 22+to g2n _tog'p )

Taking only those components that are dependent on n,

n (lo g 2n +l-Logzp +2+log2n -logzp ) = n (j+Zto g 2n -Zlog2p )

The value of 3-2log,2p is more or less 0 (as a fraction of n), and so these terms are

excluded to give a simplified expression. The fractional overhead as n increases is

then,

Fractional overhead (parauel) = 
2nlo-gzn 

- 
2logzn

non

Table 5.3 summa¡izes overhead calculations for several n, p pairs, based on the

formulas in Table 5.2. As can be seen, there is an advantage in using serial as

opposed to parallel layouts of the modulo circuitry. For serial layouts, there is a slight

advantage in using the smaller mod3 code. For parallel layouts, there is some overlap

in advantage in using one code over the other. One can see how these calculations

a 2los"n
approach ; and for the serial and parallel implementations respectively.nn
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Chapter 5 A Parallel Binary Multiplier with Concurrenr Check

Table 5.3 Esttmated overhead based on the formulas in Table 5.2 for an n by
n-bit multiplier with modo (a = 2P -l) checking. The unit of area ts the area of a
Full-Adder cell.

5"7" Time .A.nalysis of the ConcunnenÉ Checking Scherne

Time analysis of the concrurent checking scheme is quite difficult. One reason is

that timing delays in the multiplication and modulo circuitry are difficult to analyze.

Another reason is that both worst and best case times may have to be considered.

V/ire delays are also a factor. The present discussion will be limited to maximum

delays only for all components.

The analysis will concentrate on two separate delay paths, those of the main mul-

tiplication and checking circuitry. Refer to Figure 5.4, the overall concrurent checking

scheme, for an illustration of the components discussed. First, however, analysis of

each component will be done separately, much in the same way as the area overhead

was analyzed in Section 5.6. The standard unit of delay will be rhe worst case delay

ln,pl
Main

Area

(n2)

Serial

Overhead

Area

Percent

Overhead

(7o)

4

n

Parallel

Overhead

Area

Percent

Overhead

(Vo)

2logzn

n

L7,3) 49 47 9s.9 57.1 53 108.2 80.2

[11,3] t2l 62 51.2 36.4 83 68.6 62.9

[20,3] 400 98 24.5 20.a 161 40.3 43.2

[32,31 1024 r46 14.3 12.5 308 30.1 31.3

u,2l 49 36 73.5 57.1 46 93.9 80.2

ltr,2l tzl 52 43.0 36.4 88 72.7 62.9

120,2) 400 86 2t.5 20.0 r92 48.0 43.2

[32,2] 1,024 134 13.1 12.5 300 29.3 31.3
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of a Full-Adder. Delays of other components, such as the NAND gate, will be

estimated as a fraction of this delay.

1) The main multiplier array is an m by n-bit array of the ANDÆu[-Adder cells,
as shown in Figure 5.3. [26] gives the delay of the array as (zn+r)T* where T,
is the worst case Full-Adder delay. Although not stated specifically, it is
assumed that this is equal to (m+n+l)Tr. The derivation of this formula is not
discussed or referenced specificatty. Analysis done in this paper and appearing
in Appendix A, Proof 7, shows that the longest delay path in the array is
2n*m-2, where n is the number of cells placed vertically in the multiplier array
(see Figure 5.3). This is the worst possible delay, and even though it is not
clear whether or not this delay is ever realized, it will be used for the analysis.

Main multiplier: Zn+m -2 units time.

2) The overhead multiplier is a p by p-bit array.

Overhead multiplier: 2p+p-2 = 3p '2 units time.

3) The modulo circuitry is based on a p -bit one's complement adder. This is a p -
bit adder with an end around carry from the last to the first stage. The max-
imum possible delay is 2p time units, for two carry ripples through the adder.
The p -bit adders can be laid out serially or in parallel as described in Section
5.6. The serial design leads to C such delays where C is the number of adders.
The parallel design leads to K delays where K is the number of stages in the
tree layout. For an l/-bit number,

Modulo circuitry serial layout: units time.

Moduto circuinry parallel tayour: ,olr.rrt+ll units rime.

The zero checks are composed of a p -input NAND gate and p 2-input AND
gates in parallel. The p -input NAND gate is composed of (p -1) 2-input AND
gates connected in serial, although a parallel implementation is also possible.
The delays of 2-input AND and NAND gates are estimated to be one-half that of

"[;] 'l

4)
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Zero check . P -l+l - P^ units time.22

5) The p -bit self-checking checker is composed of þ-1) 2-bit self-checking check-
ers, connected in either a serial or parallel structure. The 2-bit checker has two
levels of 2-input NAND gates.

Dual rail checker: p -1 units time.

These results can be used to estimate the main and overhead path delays. Table

5.4 displays a summary of the above discussion. It is assumed that there is an n by

n-bit multiplier with modular cade a derived from p.

With the formulas in Table 5.4, the timing paths can be estimated for a particular

n and p. The main multiplication path is the sum of lines l, 5, and 6 of Table 5.4.

The overhead path is the sum of lines 2, 3,4, and 6. The overall delay is the sum of

the maximum of these two and line 7. The original delay is line I only, and thus a

percentage overhead delay can be calculated.

Similarly to the analysis of the overhead area, simplified results can be obtained

for the fractional time overhead for a constant p and increasing n. This is done for

both serial and parallel modulo circuitry implementations as follows.

For the serial modulo circuitry implementation the overhead path time is given by

"ll;]-'].3p-z+zn+!
.rlT-).lo-,
- 2n+2p-zn+!n-z
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Function
Maximum Delay

Units

1) main multiplier 3n-2

2) overhead muitiplier 3p-2

3a) input moduli seriat

3b) input moduli parallel

"ll;1,)
,rlr"r,t;ll

4) overhead mult. modulus 2p

5a) output modulus serial

5b) output modulus parattel

2p
2n

-1

,olr,r,l+ll

6) zero checks
p
2

7) dual rail checkers p-L

Table 5.4 Timing overhead formulas for an n by n-bít multiplier with modo

@ = 2e -l) checking. The unit of time is the worst-case detay of a Full-Adder
cell.

2nall ,-22'

This expression approaches 2n for increasing n.

The main multiplication path time is given by

3n-2.,oll+l'). +
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<3n1+zpl"f.)"+

= 3n-2+4n+2n-2o+L
2

= tn+T-z

This expression approaches 7n for increasing n, and is clearly the greatest of the two

parallel paths.

The fractional overhead for increasing n is then

Fraction Time Overhead (Serial\ = 1n+p-I 
-l = 4

3n-2 - 3

As was the case in the area analysis, only the delays of the moduli calculations

were significant as n increases. For the time analysis of the parallel modulo circuitry

implementation, only these will be considered. The main multiplication time is also

dependent on n , which is of course included. The overhead path time is given by

zplbs,f"ll
I lp lt

. zpl*tosrL)
I p)

= 2p (l+log2n_log,2p)

This expression approaches 2pLog2n for increasing n,

The main multiplication path time becomes

3n-2+zel"s,t+ll

< 3n-z * zrlmon"4)'t "'p 
)
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Chapter 5 A Parallel Binary Mulriplier with Concurrenr Check

= 3n-2 + 2p (1+log22+log2n-lo12p)

This expression approaches 3n+2p\og2n for increasing n, and. again is the greatest of

the two parallel paths.

The fractional time overhead of the parallel implementation for increasing n is then

Fractional Tim¿ Overhead (Parallel) =
3n+2plog2n

The results of several ¿ and p pa;rr calculations are presented in Table 5.5 for

serial layouts and Table 5.6 for parallel layouts.

[n,p]

Original

(3n-2)

Main

Path

(Serial)

Overhead

Path

(Serial)

Total

Path

Percentage

Overhead

(vo)

4
;J

17,31 19 45 26 47 147.4 133.0

[11,3] 3T 75 32 77 148.4 133.0

120,31 58 138 50 140 T4T.4 133.0

[32,3J 94 222 74 224 138.3 133.0

u,2l T9 44 21 45 136.8 133.0

lll,2l 3r 72 29 73 135.5 133.0

[20,2] 58 135 45 136 t34.s 133.0

[32,2] 94 219 69 220 134.0 133.0

Table 5.5 Estimated timing overhea.d for an n by n-bit multiplier with modo
(a = 2P -I) chccking. Serial løyouts are used. The unít of tíme ís the worst case
deloy of a Full-Adder.

From the figures in these tables one can see a considerable advantage in using the

parallel modulo circuitry. The time overhead as n increases is constant for the serial

implementation but diminishes for the parallel layouts. Balancing the delay of the

3n
. 2plog2n

-r-
3n
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ln,pl

Original

(3n-2)

Main

Path

(Parallel)

Overhead

Path

(Pa¡altel)

Total

Path

Percentage

Overhead

(7o)

2plog2n

3"

u,31 19 39 26 4l 115.8 80.2

[11,3] 3l 51 26 53 71.0 62.9

120,31 58 84 32 86 48.3 43.2

132,31 94 t26 38 128 36.2 31.3

17,21 19 32 L7 JJ 73.7 s3.5

ÍL,21 31 48 21 49 58.1 4t.9

120,21 58 79 25 80 37.9 28.8

[32,2] 94 115 25 116 23.4 20.8

Tabte 5.6 Estimnted timing overhead for an n by n-bít multiplier wíth modo
(a = 2p -I) checking. Parallel layouts are used. Th.e unit of time is the worst
case delay of a Full-Adder.

parallel overhead and main multiplication paths can lead to some savings. Specifically,

the modulo circuitry in the overhead path could be laid out serially without overall

time penalty, using less area than for the parailel implementation.

The time analysis was done using a ,fforst case model. Considerably more work

would have to be done before precise overhead timing could be stated. This is left to

fufure work. One can conclude, however, that concurrent checking produces reason-

able delay overheads. Anything less than TMVo delay overhead, without add,itional

pipelining hardware, should be considered reasonable. Of course, pipelining the multi-

plier could maintain the original cycle delay, but this would add significant amounts of

area due to the pipelining circuitry.
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5.8. ,{pplicatio¡rs ína a Galois F''íeld &flultüplien

The same theory can be applied for a Galois Field-2 (GF(2)) multiplier as in the

binary multiplier to devise a concunent checking scheme. A GF(2) muþiplier takes an

m-bit polynomial m(x) and n -bit polynomiat q(x) and produces an (n+m-1)-bit poly-

nomial r (.r ). An example of a GF(2) multiplicarion is shown in Figure 5.6.

?x'+0+x+1
*x3+x2+0+1

0

0

1

1

0

I
1

Figure 5.6 An example of a 4 by 4-bit GF(2) mulriplícatíon:
(x3+x +1)(x 3 +x2+l) = x6+x5+x4+x3 +xT+x +1.

A parallel design to produce this result is of the same form as the binary multi-

plier. It is based on a single ANDÆXOR cell, as shown in Figure 5.7, replicated and

placed in an a:ray such as that of the 4 by 4-bit GF(2) multiplier in Figure 5.8. The

similarity to Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for the binary multiplier is apparent.

The AND of the cell performs the bit multiplication while the EXORs perform

the accumulation of the bits under GF(2) arithmetic. Note that no carry is produced,

as is the case in the binary multiplier cell. The cells in one column accumulate the

bits of one power of x. Using the same labelling scheme as in the binary multiplier,

cell (i,j) accumulates and outputs bits of the power ti*i.

To perform a concturent check on the multiplier, two theorems a.re employed.

I
0

0

0

11

0

x6 x2x3x4x5
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F'igure 5.7 A cell in the GF(2) multiplier array.

Theorern 5.5 Resrlx,¡@(x)+b (x)) = Ressa)lResg@)a(x) + Resrçrþ(x))
Theorem 5.6 Resrlx¡@@)*b(¡)) = Resr6¡(Rese@)a(x) * Resr6þ(x))

The functio n Resr6¡(a(x)) is defined as

c(x)= Ress(x)@.(x)) where a(x)= m(x)g(¡) + c(x), deg(c(x)) < deg(g(x))

All operations are performed under GF(2), and deg (f (x)) is the highest power of x in
the polynomial. The proofs of these theorems are similar to the proofs of Theorems

5.1 and 5.2. The interested reader is referred to [27] for the details of these proofs.

The checking becomes a parity coding with the function g (x ) determining the

characteristics of the code, much the same as the base a does in the modo a¡ithmetic

codes. A g(x) =,r+1 based code produces a single even parity bit, providing single

bit error detection. Other g (.r ) polynomials can be employed to provide double bit

error detection (single bit correction) and higher.

<o
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Figure 5.8 A 4 by 4-bít paraltel GF(2) multiplier array.

A fault model could be simila¡ to that of the binary multiplier. Specificaily, one

cell in the array can be faulty at one time. The cell outputs an erroneous s¿r/?t out bit,

which is either a 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 error. This corresponds to a t¡i*/ error for that cell,

and ultimately a txi+i error in the final result. This is a single bit error in the resul-

tant polynomial and could be detected using a single error-detecting parity code,

I (x) = ¡+1.

A concu¡rent checking scheme can be devised based on Theorem 5.6. The parity

of both input polynomials is calculated, multiplied (using a single AND gate), the par-

ity of the result is calculated (a null operation), and this result is compared to the par-

ity of the main multiplication result polynomial.
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Other poiynomials I (¡ ) could be used to cover more than one cell in error. Two

faulty cells in different columns would resuit in two single bit errors in the result. The

detection of two faulty cells, or the correction of a single bit error, could be performed

with a distance-3 parity code, such as a Hamming code. The implementation of the

Hamming code becomes quite complex, with a conesponding increase in layout area,

as the size of the multiplier increases; therefore, the increase in error coverage may not

be worthwhile.

The same justification of the error model would have to be done as in the binary

multiplier using lower level fault models. This and the analysis of time and area over-

head is simila¡ to that of the binary multiplier described previously.
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As observed in the multiplier overhead analysis in Sections 5.6 and 5.7, there are

potential savings in using a iow cost modular code of fewer bits. Specifically, a mod3

code is the smallest code and is thus most d,esired. These codes, however, won,t

detect the +3* 2& errors discussed in Section 5.2. The question is whether these e¡¡ors

are possible or likely. The other critical question is how a faulty cell behaves within

the multiplier array. If it does not behave as expected (according to our fault model),

can it be modified to do so?

This is the approach in this chapter. The ideas introduced in Chapters 2 and 3
with respect to fault modelling and simulation will be used to answer the above ques-

tions' Fault analysis of a Full-Adder cell in the modulo circuitry is discussed as well.

6"tr " The Single Stuck-At Model

The simplest fault model, the single line stuck-at model, assumes that a fault

manifests itself as a single line permanently set at logic 1 or 0. Applying this fault
model to the basic ANDÆull-Adder cell of the multiplier array (refer to Figure 5.2),

the fault table can be compiled, and is presented as Table 6.1. Note that a line stuck-

at error may not cause an efÏor if the line is not exercised or that logic value is
corÏect.

Tabie 6.1 is similar to Table 5.1, but notice that no +3*zk errors are present. A

mod3 checking scheme would detect all these errors, and so lower overhead could be

achieved. This assumes that a m oÍ q stuck-at line does not affect the other cells of
the array. These are faults that only manifest themselves as stuck-at lines and are
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Chapter 6 Detailed Fault Analysis of the Muitiplier Array

Fault
Arithmetic

Error

sum ln, sum out, m, q, cartlr in,
stuck-at 0

stuck-at I
0 or -Zk
0 or +2k

carÐ/ out,

sruck-at 0

stuck-at 1

0 or -2k+1
0 or +2È+1

T'able 6.n' Single sruck-at faults and corresponding arithmetic errors of the cetl
(i,j),k =i+j.

confined to the one cell only. Errors in the global m and. q lines are not covered. in

the fault model, as discussed in Section 5.5.

The stuck-at model is not a very precise model. It does not reflect any of the

inner workings of cells and so is in itself a high level or functional fault model. It

does not reflect the analog elrors produced with node shorts, sfuck-on, and stuck-open

transistors, and the effects these might have on the rest of the multiplier array.

6.2. Extended F'ault Model ,{nalysis of the Multiplier

The multiplier was originally designed in our group based on a cell made up of a

CMOS AND and a Full-Adder circuit. The cell is shown in Figure 6.1. It performs

the function (mq\+a+b. In a multiplier arÍay, the a and. b inputs are the carry in

and sum in inputs respectively, of Figure 5.2. Output bits sout and cout are the

sum out and carry out bits of Figure 5.2.

The extended fault model considered includes single stuck-on transistors, stuck-

open transistors, and short faults. Net discontinuity or open faults are covered as much
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Chapter 6 Detailed Fault Analysis of the Multiplier Array

Figure 6.1 Original ANDtFull-Adder circuit: (mq)+a+b.

as they can be modelled by transistor stuck-open faults. A node stuck-at fault can be

thought of as a short benveen the node and Vdd or Gnd. The purpose of this section

is to examine the multiplier cell with respect to these faults and determine how they

affect the cell and the rest of the array.

Looking at the circuit in Figure 6.1 with respect to these faults, certain observa-

tions were made prior to any fault simulation. First, the faults were expected to pro-

duce non-digital values at the cout and soL¿t outputs. It was thought that Inverters on

the ouçuts would help convert these intermediate voltages into digital values. This is

because of the steep transition region of a CMOS Inverter. Figure 6.2 shows the Vout

vs. Vín cha¡acteristic of a CMOS Inverter designed to have the switching point near

12



Chapter 6 Detailed Fault Analysis of the Multiplier A:ray

2.5V. (The results are from an Aplsim simulation.) From this curve it can be seen that

intermediate voltages Vin < 2.0V and Vin > 3.07 wilt be converted to srrong digital

values. Of course, intermediate voltages caused by faults in these output Inverters

would remain.

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00
0.00 3.00

Figune 6.2 CMOS Inverter chnracteristic curve.

The other effect of output Invefters would be to control the propagation of the

fault to other parts of the multiplier array circuitry. According to the fault propagation

rules explained in Section 3.1, any fault in the circuit of Figure 6.1 would affect both

the cout and sout ouq)uß, the ¿ and å inputs, and all components of the cell with the

exception of the m and q inputs and in most cases the NAND gate components. In a

multiplier ¿uray constructed of these cells this means that any fault in one cell will

affect the entire multiplier array circuitry. This does not agree with the assumption of

additive enors. OuÞut Inverters would halt the propagation of the fault, confining it

to only the single cell, the output Inverters driving its ø and b inputs, and all cells

5
o

I nverter Characteristic
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affected by its result bits.

V/ith these thoughts in mind the ANDÆull-Adder cell was redesigned in this

thesis to the circuit shown in Figure 6.3. The Full-Adder was modified to produce

inverted oufputs so that Inverters could be attached to the outputs. The inputs were

reananged as well. Now the mq prodtct and the inverted a input are used to feed the

sout and cout Multtplexers, instead of having input ø feed the Multiplexers directly.

This modification was considered to be another improvement over Figure 6.1 in clean-

ing up intermediate voltages

T6

Cmd

vdd

Tlt

Figure 6.3 Modified ANDlFull-Adder circuít: (mq)+a+b.
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The full custom design methodology at the University of Manitoba made possible

this redesign. However, it is believed that transistor-level redesign of circuits will be

more important in designing for testability in the future U,lï,}gl, and so these stan-

dard cell modifications should not be seen as a restriction.

Analog fault simulation was then performed on both circuits using the Aplsim

fault simulator, described in Chapter 3. The fi¡st test ,vvas done on the single cell

alone. An exhaustive sequence of 2a input vectors was applied to the circuit for all

single short faults, stuck-on, and stuck-open transistor faults. The short faults and the

transistor stuck-on faults do not depend on the input pattern sequence; that is, there is

no memory associated with these faults. This is also true of transistor stuck-open

faults where the transistor is part of a CMOS pass transistor pair. The primary focus

of the tests was to determine analog fault effects and not the memory effects, as d"is-

cussed in Chapter 4, of the other stuck-open faults.

The program Gread (see Sectio n 3.4.1) was used to reduce the analog results to a

digitized ouÞut, and Fcomp (see Section 3.4.2) was used to compile the faulty ourpur

bits and compare them to the good output bits. The errors were categorized as add.i-

tive errors, taking ouÞuts of v < 2.0 as a logic 0, v > 3.0 as a logic 1, and

2.0 < V < 3.0 as undefined (able to be taken as either logic 0 or logic 1). These vol-

tages colrespond to the multi-level digitized values of d (stong strength), w (weak

strength), W (very weak strength), and U (undefined value) as shown in Table 3.1.

For the circuit of Figure 6.1, there are 15 nodes or C(15,2) = 105 distinct node

pairs; subtract C (6,2) = 15 for inpulinput combinations, leaving 90 single short faults.

There are 26 transistors or 52 stuck-on and stuck-open transistor faults. For the circuit

of Figure 6.3, there are 16 nodes or C (16,2) = 120 distinct node pairs; subtract

C (6,2) = 15 for inpulinput combinations, leaving 105 single short faults. There are

28 transistors or 56 transistor faults.
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The results of the tests can be summarized. in the following ståtements:

1) The circuit of Figure 6.3, with the output Inverters, produced far fewer non-digital
outputs. Counts of the w , W , and U digitized values for Figure 6.3 were approxi-
mately half of those of Figure 6.1. Transistor sn:ck-open faults produced only w
non-digital values for Figure 6.3, and all w , W , and. U non-d.igital values for Fig-
u¡e 6.1.

2) The additive errors produced for Figure 6.3 were +1, +'), and -3. The -3 fault
was produced with a Vd"d (or other primary input with value logic 1) shorr with
node 13, and the oulput bits were strong logic 0 values. The additive errors for
Figure 6.1 were +1, +2, and +3. The +3 error was produced with a short of
nodes sout and 14, and the -3 error was produced with a short of nodes cout and,
2.

This preliminary test shows two things. First, the output Inverters in the circuit of

Figure 6.3 were definitely effective in cleaning up non-digital outputs. Second, the +3

errors show that a mod3 code will not be sufficient for testing the multiplier. It also

must be determined how likely the faults are that produced these *3 erors.

The next test was to see how a faulty cell behaved within a multiplier array. A z

by 2-bit multiplier was constructed, as shown in Figure 6.4, for both cell circuits.

Fauits were inserted into the cell labelled faulry. This cell was chosen in order that

the effects of non-digital outputs of a faulty cell applied to another cell could be

observed. All single node short and transistor stuck-on faults were inserted into the

cell. Transistor stuck-open faults were not simulated because of the uninteresting

results of the test with the single cell. An exhaustive sequence of 2a input patterns

was applied. Note that the additive errors produced by faults in this cell will be multi-

plied by nvo because of the cell's position in the array (k = i+j = l). The results of

the tests can be summarized as follows. For convenience, the multiplier with the cell

of Figure 6.1 and the multiplier with the cell of Figure 6.3 are referred to as Mult-l

and Mult-3 respectively.
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Figure 6.4 A 2 by 2-bit muttiplier with a faulry cell.

1) For Mult-1, every fault affected all outputs s¡, while for Mult-3, no fault affected

m0

q0

oulput .ss.

2) In Mult-3, the faults oniy produced three w
inserted. In Mult-l, the faults produced many
non-digital values.

non-digital values for all faults

more rr, one W, and a few U

3) The additive elrors produced were r? and +4 for Mult-3. For Mult-l, the additive
errors produced were *2, +4, and +8.

The multiplier with the cell of Figure 6.3 behaved much better under the fault

simulation than the multiplier with the cell of Figure 6.1. The output Inverters were

able to clean up almost all non-digital values by the time they propagated ro rhe multi-

plier result bits. The absence of -4 and +6 errors was due ro the fact that the inputs

were not such that these errors could be realized. The logic 0 inputs to the sum in
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inputs of row zero and to the carry in inputs of column zero dictate that the faulty

ceil is not exhaustively tested. The +8 error in the mulriplier with the cell of Figure

6.1 was totally unexpected. Although both a mad3 and mod,, code would detecr such

an error, the fact that it is outside the fault model is disconcerting.

The results from this and the previous test on the single cell were enough to con-

clude that the circuit of Figure 6.1 was unacceptable, and that the ci¡cuit of Figure 6.3

might adhere to the fault model. Further tests were timited to multipliers based on the

cell of Figure 6.3.

In order to exhaustively test the faulty cell within the multiplier array, a much

larger alTay would have to be constructed . In an m by n -bit multiplier there are

potentially mn dtfferent cells into which faults could be injected. Even if every cell

were not tested, faults would have to be injected into diffe¡ent cells of the a:ray in

order that the faulty cell could be tested in all its conditions imposed by position. For

instance, on the teft edge of the aÍÍay, a cell's carry out bit is d.irected to the sum in

input of the cell in the row below it. In other parts of the array, this bit is directed to

the carry in input of the cell to its left. There are many distinct cases of the cell,s

position that would have to be simulated for faults, even if the effects were

hypothesized to propagate only a d.istance of one cell.

A compromise was made. It was assumed that a fault only propagates the d.is-

tance of one cell, as suggested by the few non-digital values produced in the Z by Z-bit

multiplier with the cell of Figure 6.3. In order ro test the faulty cell exhaustively, the

logic 0 inputs to row and column zero were replaced with controllable inputs. Two

test circuits were built to reflect the two d.ifferent ways the carry ow bitis directed to

another cell.

The first circuit, shown in Figure 6.5 (Segment-l), represents a left edge segment

of the multiplier. The faulty cell is on the left edge of a multiplier array and not on

the top or bottom rows. The Inverters represent the output Inverters of the previous
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stages of the multiplier. The outputs of the faulty cell have one stage of cells to clean

up the non-digital errors produced.

The circuit of Figure 6.6 (Segment-2) represents a segment in the middte of the

multiplier array. Again the Inverters represent the output Inverters of the previous

stages of the array. The carry out bit of the faulty cell has one stage of cells to clean

up non-digital outputs. The sum out bit is a primary ouÞut and will nor ¡rg cleaned

up. It was hoped that these two circuits would give representative results of a fault in

a cell of the multiplier aÍîay, without the large resources necessary to do a more com-

plete analysis.

Figure 6.5 Array segm.ent, segment-1, withfaurry cell as labelled.

For the fault simulations of these two test circuits, the number of possible node

shorts are C (16,2) = I20l- subtract C (4,2) = 6 for inpuVinput shorts or 114 node shorts

(note that inputs a and ä of the faulty cell are no longer primary inputs). There a¡e

28 transistors or 56 possible transistor faults. Results in Chapter 2 suggested that not
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Figure 6.6 Array segment, segment-2, withfautty cell as labelled.

all node shorts are equally likely. In ord.er to reduce some fault simulation, only the

more likely node shorts were considered. The progra m Brídge was applied to the

CMOS3 layout of the circuit of Figure 6.3 to determine these faults. The oversize fac-

tors conesponding to set C of Table 2.2 were used. This set represents the largest

oversize factors usable in the Brídge atgorithm and will give the largest set of prob-

able node shorts. All possible gate/source, gate/drain, and source/drain shorts are

included as discussed in Section 2.4. The total number of probable shorts reported

was 61. As well, 10 transistor stuck-on, and 10 transistor stuck-open faults were

chosen at random, for a total of g1 faults.

The number of controllable inputs for the test circuits of Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are 7

and 6 respectively. This means that 27 = 728 and 26 = 64 input patterns would have

to be used to simulate these faults exhaustively. In order to reduce the simulation

time, only a selected set of random input panerns were used to test the faults. A set of

Faulty Cell

(0,0)
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20 random input panerns were used for the test circuit Segment-l and 30 random pat-

terns were used for Segment-2. The size of the graph files produced from the Aplsim

simulator were in large part responsible for the restrictions on the input set size and

number of faults simulated. Files of 3-5 megabytes were produced for less than ten

faults simulated for the input set sizes specified.

The test results a¡e summarized as follows:

1) For test Segment-l, no non-digital values were produced at the primary oulputs.
For test Segment-2, ffiffiy non-digital values were produced but were confined to
the ss output.

2) For both circuits, +1, !2, and +3 additive errors were produced. The +3 errors
were produced with short fault node 13 and 8. The -3 eûors were produced with
short faults of node 13 and nodes 9 andVdd.

The non-digital values were expected at the .r0 output of test circuit Segment-2

because it is the di¡ect oulput of the faulty cell. The test circuit Segment-l produced

no non-digital values, which shows that succeeding cells do clean up the non-digital

values produced by a faulty cell. Note that the +3 errors here were produced with

likely node short faults, as reporred by Bridge.

The +3 additive elrors reported in these tests were all produced with node short

faults with node 13 of Figure 6.3. These were all described as probable faults with the

Brídge algorithm. Since the faults include gate/source shorts which are always con-

sidered likely, the cell layout cannot be redesigned to make these faults less likely.

The relatively few faults that produce *3 errors, however, lead one to believe that

other transistor circuit implementations of the ANDÆull-Adder cell may not be subject

to such errors. In fact, the +3 errors of the circuit of Figure 6.1 were produced with

faults that do not seem likely because of the nodes' positions in the circuit. It so hap-

pens that the circuit of Figure 6.1 was unacceptable for other reasons. This will be left
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for future research.

Detailed Fault Analysis of the Mulriplier Array

The fault analysis methodology as curently implemented, with the Gread úginz-

ing program taking the graph data produced by Aplsim, is nor able to handle fault

simulations of greater size. Until the methodology is modified, the fault anaiysis done

on the multiplier array must suffice.

6"3. FauIÉ ^Analysís of Éhe &fodulo Circuitn y

It was noted in Section 5.5 that the concurrent checking modular code would

have to reflect the fault model not only in the multiplier but in the modulo checking

circuitry as well. This is so that faults in the modulo circuinry will also be detected.

Fault simulation was not performed for the modulo circuitry, but certain observations

can be made.

The modulo circuitry is composed of p-bit one's complement adders, constructed

with p Full-Adder cells with an end around carry, as discussed in Section 5.5 and

shown in Figure 5.5. The Futl-Adder circuit should be designed ro have oulpur Inverr-

ers, similarly to Figure 6.3, the multiplier ANDÆull-Adder cell. This would give the

same basic properties as reported in the fault simulations of the previous section. That

is, most intermediate voltage values caused by faults would be converted to strong

digital values, and the fault propagation would be confined to only those Full-Adder

cells that are affected by the faulry cell's result bits. It is hypothesized that similarly

to the fault simulation tests of the previous section, the faulty Full-Adder cell would

follow the fault model within the rest of the modulo circuitry. It is unknown whether

the same +3 faults would also be produced because the Full-Adder circuit of Figure

6.3 was modiñed to accept the one inverted input ø.

There is one special problem, however. The one's complement adder is a

sequential circuit. There is memory associated with the end around carry. 'When
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certain input patterns are applied to the adder, where the EXOR of the bits of the

addends a¡e all 1's, this memory decides whether the ourput of the adder will b€ all

1's (the result a for the modo adder) or all 0's. Both are equivalent in one's comple-

ment a_rithmetic.

An oscillating fault may be produced ii for example, the carry out bit of one

Full-Adder is shorted to the inverted value of its carry iz input, and the inputs are

such that the end around carry memory is utilized. The memory would then oscillate

between logic 1 and 0 because of the delay of the p Full-Adder cells. An oscillation

on the output would result, between all l's and all 0's. Even though both these values

are equivalent, because they are constantly changing, the circuitry between this point

and the dual rail checker may also be constantly changing. The 2-bit check bits might

be spuriously changing, resulting in a blinking circuit good/bad signal.

All sequential circuits, including Flip-flops, can have faults which produce such

effects. In fact, oscillating effects could be produced in combinational circuits with

node shorts causing feedback. This effect is not seen as catastrophic, and no combina-

tional implementation of the one's complement adders is proposed.

6.4. Suxnmary

A summary of the results in this chapter is as follows:

The circuit of Figure 6.1 is not acceptable for the fault model of additive e¡¡ors
caused by a single faulty cell and propagated directly ro rhe multiplier result bits.

The ci¡cuit of Figure 6.3, with the output Inverters, is suitable for the fault model
of additive errors.

The additive errors +7, +2, and +3 are all produced under the fault model of all
possible and likely node shorts, all stuck-on, and all stuck-open transistor faults.

1)

2)

3)
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A mod3 code, therefore, is not suffrcient for multiplier checking. A modT code is
sufñcient.

4) The Full-Adder circuit used in the one's complement adders of the modulo circui-
try should be designed with ouþut Inverters, similar to Figure 6.3, the multiplier
cell.

5) The line stuck-at fault model is not sufficient to describe all effects of faults
within the multiplier cell. It failed to predict the +3 add,itive errors produced by
some singie node short faults.
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A 9 by 9-bit parallel unsigned binary multiplier was implemented with a mod,,

modular code concurrent check. An additional self-testing feature was built into the

circuit by designing an 18-bit pseudorandom pattern generator to apply rest patterns to

the inputs of the multiplier. The design was implemented in CMOS3 and submitted

for fabrication. In this chapter the implementation and operation of the chip will be

discussed.

7.X.. The Chíp Ðesign and tperation

The chip was developed during the same period of time as the theory of multi-

plier checking in Chapters 5 and 6, and the analog fault simulator described in Chapter

3; therefore, the design did not benefit from all of the results stated in Chapters 5 and

6- Preliminary fault analysis of the multiplier cell did show the existence of the +3

elTors described in Section 5.2, and so modT was chosen for the modular code. The

circuit in Figure 6.3 was used for the ANDÆull-Adder multiplier cell, but the Full_

Adder cell used in the modulo circuiulr was not redesigned to have Inverters on the

ouq)uß' as suggested in Section 6.3. The modulo calculations were performed in a

parallel tree structure for lower overhead timing. The 9-bit input modulo caicuiations

are accomplished with only two adders, so the parallel and serial structures are identi-

cal. The 18-bit output modulo calculations a¡e done by summing six numbers, and so

an incomplete binary tree structure is used to do the calculations in parallel.

The size of the multiplier, 9 by 9-bits, was chosen for several reasons. One per-

ceived limit of the design was a pin count of 40. There do exist special design frames
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with higher pin counts in CMOS3 fabrication l22l; however, some of the ha¡dware test

equipment at the University of Manitoba was built for the 40-pin package, influencing

the decision. As is, the chip requires 38 of the 40 pins. Another reason for choosing

a 9 by 9-bit multiplier is that the modulo circuirry for calculanng modT of a number is

done by grouping the number into 3-bit words. Because three divides the number of

bits in the inputs and result, the implementation of the modulo circuitry is simpler.

An additional self-testing feature was built into the design. An 18-bit pseudoran-

dom pattern generator was implemented on the chip. It is based on the hybrid rule

90/150 cellular automata (CA) t301. It is a maximal length generator, so rhat all 218-1

input patterns (excluding the all 0 pattern) can be produced by seeding the generator

with any pattern except the all 0 one, upon a reset signal. The design of the CA gen-

erator is basically 18 Flip-flops, where the output of each Flip-flop is one bit of the

output pattern. The next state of each Flip-flop depends on its own state, and the states

of the Flip-flops to its left and right, according to a function specified by the CA rule.

All 18 Flip-flops are changing synchronously with a single clock. Additional circuitry

was built into the CA pattern generator for resetting it into a known state and scanning

in and out data serially from external chip pins, for additional controllability and

observability.

The 38 external pins of the chip are summarized as follows:

1) 18 multiplier inputs: It was thought that non-latched inputs would make it easier
to do timing rests on the multiplier.

2) 9 multiplier oulputs: The 18 result bits are mukiplexed berween the high and low
order bits, depending on the state of a control signal. This was done to lower the
pin requirements of the multiplier.

3) 1 result Multiplexer control input: This signal conmols which of the high and low
bits of the 18-bit multiplier results are gated ro the external ouçut pins.
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6 test control pins: These include the test reset, a bit controlling whether data is
to be scanned into and,/or out of the CA pattern generator, the scan in and out
data pins, the CA pattern generator clock, and a test pin that controls the mult!
plexing of the test parterns into the mulriplier inputs.

2 dual rail checker oulputs: A correct circuit condition is indicated when the rwo
bits are different.

6) 2 power inputs: Vdd and G¿d sources.

In normal operation, multiplier inputs are applied to the chip asynchronously.

After a settling time, corresponding to the maximum delay of the multiplier and con-

cwrent check circuitry, the result bits can be muttiptexed, and the status of the two

dual rail checker oulputs can be checked. If the values of the two check bits differ,

the concurrent check has indicated a correct circuit. If the values are the sarne, a

faulty circuit condition is indicated

In test mode, the input Multiplexer control pin is asserted, and the pattems of the

CA generator are applied to the multiplier synchronously, with the test clock. First,

the reset pin is asserted so that the generator is put into its initial state. The test can

then be made with the patterns of the CA generator sequence, while the multiplexed

result bits and/or the status of the check bits are monitored synchronously with the test

clock. Alternatively, data can be scanned into and/or out of the CA generator for

either testing the multiplier with specific patterns or for testing the CA generaror itself.

7 "2" Tke Chip Layout

The circuit was implemented in CMOS3 as shown in Figure 7.1. This is a plot

of the geometric description, the CIF description of the design. The plot shows the

design to one level of hierarchy. In this way the high level placement and intercon-

necfion routing can be observed, without excessive design detail. This circuit was
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placed into a 40-pin Size A pad frame. It filled approximately 30 percenr of the 6500

by 6500 micron working area (scaled down to 60vo before fabricarion).

Figure 7.f. The chíp layout.

The components of the design are summa¡ized as follows:

1) mult-9-9: This is the main 9 by 9-bit unsigned binary multiplier.
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2) mult_3 _3 : This is the overhead p by p -bit multiplier (p =3¡.

Icomp3-t, Icomp3-b : These are different versions of the p -bit one's complement
adders (p=3) used in the modulo circuitry.

zero, zeron : These are the zero check circuits that convert the one's complement
result a, to zeÍo. The zero circuit outputs positive results, and the zeron circuit
outputs inverted results, for comparison by the dual rail checkers.

rail2 : This is the 2-bit dual rail self-checking checker circuit. Two of these cir-
cuits are needed to compare two 3-bit numbers.

ca-0-3, ca_4_7, ca_8_12, ca_13_17: This the circuitry for the lg-bit cA pseu-
dorandom generator, separated into fou¡ segments for a more area efficient layout.

mtn9 : This is nine 2:1 Multiplexers used for multiptexing the CA generator and
external pin inputs to the multiplier, and the multiplication result high and low
order bits.

8) / : This is an Inverter designed for higher capacitive loading capability. It is used
for driving the CA generator global control signals.

With reference to Figure 5.4, the multiplier checking scheme, the layout of the

chip is quite straighforward. The main multiplication is the centre of the design.

Above the main multiplier are two CA generator segments producing ten parallel

inputs. Nine of these are multiplexed with external inputs by the myxg circuit,

depending on the mode of operation (normal or test), to produce one input of the mul-

tiplier. The modulus (mod) of the multiplier input is calculated with the rwo one's

complement adders to the left of the Multiplexers. On the left of the main multiplier

is the corresponding circuitry to produce the other multiplier input and its modulus.

The two inputs' moduli are multiplied with the overhead multiplier in the lower

left corner. The modulus of this result is calculated with one of the one's complement

adders to its right. The other five one's complement adders are used to calculate the
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modulus of the 18-bit main multiplication result. The adders are connected in a paral-

lel tree structure. The two zero check ci¡cuits a¡e used to convert the mndT result 7 to

0, with one of them producing inverted values. The moduli of the main multiplication

and the checking calculations a¡e then compared with the two dual rail checker cir-

cuits, and a Z-bit check is produced. The muxg circuit in the lower right edge of the

design is used to multiplex the high and low order main rnultiplication result bits to

the external output pins.

As may be observed, the layout was designed for a¡ea efficiency and an overall

aspect ratio near unity. In retrospect, some modifications could have been made for

more area efficiency, notably by overlapping the global wiring within the CA generaror

segments. It is also felt that buffers should have been added to drive some signals.

This is especially true for the external multiplier inputs and multiplexed ouqputs, so

that driving capability of the chip outputs and loading on the inputs could be better

defined. Having said this, the design and layout of the chip is nevertheless considered

to exhibit reasonable performance.

7"3. ,{rea ,{natysñs of the Chip

An area analysis of the chip will now be reporred. The areas in design units

(unscaled) of the components of Figure 7.I are presented in Table 7.1. Three other

components are defined as follows. The layout component is the entire design of Fig-

ure 7.1. T\e chíp component is the entire chip, including the 40-pad frame. The

working area component is the design area in the interior of the 40-pad frame.

From the results in Table 7.1, several significant calculations can be made. The

calculations are not exact; the component dimensions include such things as power

routing or spaces on the exterior edges. Also note that the overhead calculations

include area that would likely also be present without the checking circuitry, such as
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Table 7.1, Areas in design uníts of the chip components.

two 9-bit input and 18-bir ouqpur buses of the multiplier.

The wiring and wasted space overhead is calculated as the proportion of the sum-
mation of the areas of all components of the main circuitry (lines 1-11), and the
area of løyout (line 12).

Wiríng and. Spacing Area overhead. I23!? 
- .7'978 I rç;¡1vo = 35.4vo

12.342

This conflrms how significant the interconnect area is.

The checking and self-test circuitry area is calculated as the area of løyout minus
the a¡ea of the main multiplier. A percentage of the main multiplier a¡ea is

the

1)

2)

Quantiry Component
Dimensions

(microns)
A¡ea

(mícronsz x i06)

1) 1 mult_9_9 2675 by 1460 3.906

2) 1 mult3 3 915 by 510 .467

3) 10 lcomp3_t, lcomp3_b 720by 165 .119

4) I zero 380 by 115 .004

s) 1 zeron 275 by ll5 .032

6) 2 rul2 390 by 115 .04s

7) J mux9 600 by 135 .081

8) 1 ca03 23C0 by 200 .460

e) I ca_4 7 22C0 by Zffi .M0
10) I ca8 12 2800 by 200 .s60

11) 1 ca_13_17 23ffi by 2N .546

12) layout 3740 by 33trJ 12.342

13) chip 7540 by 7540 56.852

L4) work area 6500 by 65@ 42.250
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calculated.

Checkíng and Self -Test Overhead:
t2.342 - 3.906

3.906
* l@Vo = 216.0%o

3) The checking circuinry a¡ea is calculated as the area of loyout minus the a¡eas of
the main multiplier and of the CA generator (lines 8-i 1) and multiplexing circuits
(line 7).

Checking Overhea.d:
12.342 - (3.906 +2.Cf,6+0.243) * lNVo = l58.4Vo

3.906

4) The proportion the main circuitry area (layout) is of the entire chip and working
area is calculated.

Main Circuitry is: ffi * ta}vo = 2r.7vo of totar chip area.

Main Circuítry is, ffi 
* lff]Vo = 29.2Vo of total work area.

The checking overhead predicted by the formulas in Table 5.2 and, discussed in

Section 5.6 is 76.5Vo. The measured checking overhead for this chip is 158.4Vo. The

predicted overhead in this case was low, likely because of the extra wiring and wasted

space area not included in the formulas. The main multiplier buses, on all four sides

of the multiplier, as well as space left for the IC identification, accounted for an area

of 1.51I (microns2 x 106). This amount reduces the checking overhead calculation to

719.7Vo, more reasonable with respect to the 76.5Vo predicted. The formulas of Table

5.2 use a very conservative method of estimating rhe area required to lay out the

modulo circuiury in a tree structure. As can be seen, tree structures as small as the

ones required for this chip (six p -bit numbers are added in the main multiplier modulo

calculation) can be laid out quite efficiently. It is likely that the overhead esrimarion

formulas become more nearly accurate as the size of the multiplier increases.
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7.4" Time ,&naåysis of Éhe Chip

A similar analysis of the timing of the chip is desired. Unforn¡nately, the analog

simulator, Aplsim, which is the only analog simulator available that could simulate the

chip in a reasonable time, had difficulty in simulating this ci¡cuit. The simularions

often produce non-digital or erroneous values at the ouq)uß, or the simulator would

arrive into an endless loop. It was thought that the Aplsim algorithm had difficulties

with ransmission gate circuits. In most cases, correct values could be coaxed, out of
the simulator by re-initializing it and simulating for an additional period of time.

These methods, however, were not conducive to the large amounts of simulation

necessary to establish timing statistics.

The predicted extra overhead delay is 88.07o, using the formulas of Table 5.4 in

the time analysis of Section 5.7. These formulas were based on worst case paths in

the multiplier and modulo circuitry. Some results obtained by Aplsím, with timing

information exracted by Gread (see Section 3.4.1), indicate the overhead delay to be

much less than that, near 20Vo. This was based on only about 15 input pattern simula-

tions, and by no means should be regarded as accurate results.

The absolute delay of the multiplier and concurrent checking circuitry should not

be based on the timing of Aplsim. Aplsim is much better suited for circuit

verification, or for extracting relative timing information. This is due to inaccurate

modelling of wire capacitances as much as to difficulties in calibrating the algorithm to

the specific fabrication process used. Thus the operating speed and overhead delay of
the multiplier should be based on ha¡dware test measurements and must wait until the

fabricated chip is returned. The overall delay was measured at 400 nanoseconds with

Aplsim calibrated to the CMOSIB process [22], simulating only a few input patterns.

The acrual chip delay is expected to less than 1000 nanoseconds.
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7"5. Self-Test AnatrysÍs of the t hy 9-bÍf tuluttiplien

The CA 18-bit parallel pseudorandom pattern generaror is maximal length, such

that all 2r8-I input patterns can be applied to the multiplier circuitry. At a test clock

period of one microsecond,'this is a complete test time of

Exhaustive Test Time: 1218-t¡ x ltg-0¡ = 0.26 seconds

This is not an unreasonable (exhaustive) test time.

It was mentioned in Section 4.5 that the Bsim stuck-open fault simulator algo-

rithm, run with no options, is a good measure of how much of a transistor circuit is

exercised for a given input pattern sequence. Therefore, this test was performed for

the CA generator sequence. Figure 7.2 shows the number of transistors exercised as a

function of the number of input patterns.
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CA vectors (x103)

Figure 7.2 Bsím stuck-open fault analysis of the multiplier with op-
tions to report exercísed transistors.
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Chapter 7 A 9 by 9-bit Pa¡allel Multþlier with Concurrenr Check

number exercised only increased to 207I or 9L.3Vo, after l2O patterns, and. did not

increase from that point on. Analysis shows that due to the logic 0 inputs to the

sum in and carry in inputs of the first row and column of the ¿uray, a total of 1g9

transistors (8.3Vo) are redundant. This leaves 2268-189 = 2079 rransistors or 9l.7Vo in

a complete test. It seems incredible that only 120 of 218 possible input patterns could

exercise nearly all the transistors of the circuit. Research in testing these types of

arrays, however, shows that each cell in the array can be exhaustively tested with an

input set independent of the size of the anay [31].

The stuck-open fault simulator was also run with the other two options for the

same 1000 CA generator patterns. Figure 7.3 shows the plot of the number of stuck-

open faults exercised as a function of the number of input patterns for the if changed,

and if changed and red^dy options of the fault simulator algorithm. Recall that the

íf changed option is the normal option of the algorithm, in that a two pattern sequence

is needed to test any given fault. The additio nal reddy option inhibits the reporting of

those transistor stuck-open fault tests that could be invalidated by input skews or

delays within the circuitry

The plots in Figure 7.3 show a much more gradual increase in the reported

stuck-open faults exercised than is shown in Figure 7.2. However, after 1000 input

patterns, 1922 of 2268 or 84.77o of atl transistor stuck-open faults were tested, with

the íf changed option. Recall that 91.3Vo of all transistors is considered a complete

test because of the presence of redundant circuitry. This is an encouraging result. The

number of possible test invalidations reported with the additional reddy option is not

encouraging. After 1000 input patterns, only 255 of 2268 or I1.2Vo of all rransisrors

were reported tested without possible invalidation. This is quite a reduction of the

84.7Vo reported without this option.

From the plot of Figure 7.2, it might be concluded that all the power of an 18-bit

maximal length parallel CA pseudorandom pattern generator may not be needed to test
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Figure 7.3 Bsim stuck-open fault analysis of the multíplíer wíth thc
tfchanged option (solid line), and íf changed and reddy options (bro-
ken line).

the multiplier. The plot of Figure 7.3 shows that including transistor stuck-open faults

in the fault model very much changes the situation. To test these faults, random pat-

terns may be necessary. More resea¡ch into this subject is obviously needed.

Unfornrnately, the fault simulator could not be run for the complete design of the

multiplier and checking circuitry. The Bsirn simulator had difficulty in simulating the

one's complement adder circuit. Tlte Bsim simulator also failed for one multiplier

input pattern, although this did not seem to disrupt the results of Figures 7.2 and,7.3.

See Section 4.6 for more details regarding these problems with the Bsim simulator.
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Sumnxraany

A summary of the results of this thesis is now presented. In Chapter 2, an algo-

rithm was developed to determine single bridging faults that are most likely ro occru

from the geometric layout description of a CMOS circuit. The algorithm was found to

be a very useful tool for reducing the computational burden of analog simulation and

for possibly modifying a circuit so that difficult-to-test bridging faults are no longer

likely. Further work will be directed towards improvements in the circuit extraction

algorithm and to the development of a method of assigning a probability measure to

each of the bridging faults reported.

In Chapter 3, an algorithm for implementing an analog fault simulator within an

existing analog simulator was presented. The algorithm was implemented within the

Aplsím simulator. It was found to be a very useful tool in examining the effects of

bridging faults, stuck-on, and stuck-open transistor faults in a CMOS circuit. It was

used successfully to direct modifications in the concurrent checking multiplier circuitry

so that faults manifested themselves according to a functional fault model. The ability

to do multiple fault simulations and to allow for resistor and floating capacitor circuit

components will be incorporated in further improvements to this tool.

In Chapter 4, the implementation of a CMOS stuck-open transistor fault simulator

was described. The original algorithm was modified so that tests could be done with

several options. Tests with one option provided a measure of how much of the circuit

was exercised for a given input set. Other options reported the transistor stuck-open

faults tested for a given input pattern sequence and reported those tests that could be

invalidated due to timing effects. The results of tests on several circuits were

presented and found to be quite interesting. Further work will be to develop a method
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Chapter I Summary

to detect test invalidations due to charge sharing effects and to perform tests on cir-

cuits with different input pattern sequences and sizes.

In Chapter 5, an application of built-in self-test (BIST) was reported. The appli-

cation is a parallel unsigned binary multiplier with concurent checking based on a low

cost modular arithmetic code. A functional fault model was proposed and verified

with the results of analog fault simulation in Chapter 6. The multiplier with con-

curent checking is unfortunately not totally self-checking; however, it is self-testing

which is considered adequate. The overhead costs in a¡ea and time of the checking

circuiury are considered to be tolerable.

In Chapter 6, the functional fault model assumed in the concurrent checking mul-

tiplier was examined with respect to the line stuck-at and extended fault mdels. The

line stuck-at fault model was found to be inadequate because it did not predict all the

effects of the extended fault model. In further work, more fault simulations will be

performed on this and other implementations of the multiplier and checking circuitry.

In Chapter 7, the design, CMOS implementation, and operation of a concrurenr

checking 9 by 9-bit paratlel unsigned binary multiplier ckcuit was reported. An l8-bit

maximal length pseudorandom CA hybrid rule 90/150 pattern generaror was also

implemented on the IC. The area overhead of the concrurent checking circuitry was

larger than estimated by the results of Chapter 5; this was thought to be due to a

significant porrion of a¡ea used for wiring. Analysis was performed on the multiplier

circuitry with the stuck-open transistor fault simulator, described in Chapter 4, and the

input pattern sequence generated with the on-chip pattern generator. The number of

transistors exercised and the number of transistor stuck-open tests reported were con-

sidered very good, for a relatively small input sequence size. Further work will

cha¡acterize in detail the timing of the fabricated circuit, using hardware test equip-

ment.
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Chapter 8 Summary

In conclusion, the objectives of understanding the effects of faults from an

extended fault modet in CMOS ci¡cuits, and of developing an appropriate application

of BIST, are considered to have been successfully reaJized. in this thesis.
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Theonema Proofls

Froof I

Theorern 5.X

modo(;r+y) - modo(modox + modoy), a*J eZf and a > 0

Proof
In the following discussion, all m¡, b¡ e Z.

By definition

b1 = modox where x = mra + b1

b2=modoy where y=m2a+b2, 0Sbyb21a

x +y = (mt+m2)a +(br+br)

Again by definition

b3=mod.o@1+ b) where (bt+ bz)=m3a * b3, 0 <b3< a

Then

x+y = (mt+m2+m3)a+b3

Therefore by definition

modo@+y) - b3 = modo(modox + modoy)
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Fnoof 2

Theorem 5.2

modo(x*y) = mado(modox * madoy), a,x,y e Zf and ø > 0

Froof
In the following discussion, aIL m¡, b¡ E Z.

By definition

b1 = rryodox where x = mp + bl

b2= modoy where I = mzd * b2, 0 < b1,b21 a

x * y = (m1m2a + b1m2+ b2m)a + bþ,
Again by definition

b3 = mod.o(btbù where (b þù = Ín3e * b3, 0 < b3 < a

Then

x*y = (m1m2af b1m2*b2m1*m3)a*b3

Therefore by definition

modo(x*y) = bz - mndo(modox * modoy)

i Nore that z is fre ser of all inægers, positive and negative including 0.
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Fnoof 3

Theorem 5.3

Given a modular code base a, information word 1, and corrupting arithmetic error ð,
the error will be undetected if and only if modo7 = 0.

Froof

Information word 1 is comrpted to r uy an arithmetic error E, such that

l=t +E

The comrpted word ^t is indistinguishable from 1, modo, and thus the error is
undetected, if mod,ol = modol .

From Theorem 5.1,

modol - modo(mod'l + modoE)

1) If modoE = 0 then

modoT-modo(modol +0)

= modo(modol)

= modol

Hence the error is undetected.

2) Assume that the error is undetected, and, modoE * 0, then prove by contradic-
tion.

Since the error is undetected

modol = modo(modol + modoE) = modol

Thus

modo(modol + modoE) - modol = 0

Using Theorem 5.1 in reverse, and noting that adding a negative number is the
same as a subtracting a positive number,

mndo(nwdoI + modoE - modol) = e
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modo(modoE) = 0

modoE= 0

This is a contradiction, and hence modoï = 0.

The proof is complete.

Theorem Proofs
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Fnoof 4

Theorem 5.4

A modo code where a = 2p -r is a (p -l)-bit burst detecring arithmetic code.

Froof

Information word 1 is comrpted to T ay an arithmetic eror E, such that

l=I +E

By Theorem 5.3, the error is undetected if and only if modoE = 0.

1) First it is shown that the powers of Z, mndo are

powers of 2 20 21 22 ZP-r 2P Zp+r

rudol24Zp-rt2

The numbers 20, 2r,22,....zp-t are all strictly less than a =2p-1 and so modo
of these numbers is the number itself. Since

2P = l(zP -l) + 1

then by definition, modo2P = I.

From Theorem 5.2,

modo?-x = modo(2modox) , a>Z Gq. 1)

From Equation 1, it can be observed that the pattern repeats itself, because
modazp+I = 2, and so on until the modo values 2P-1, then 1 are reached again.

2) Next it is shown that at least one p -bit bursr error cannot be detected by the
code.

Define an arithmetic eror E, such that there are 0 to 1 errors in the lower p -
bits. This is a l+2+4+....2P-r error. By induction it is proved that

p-I
ZZ'=a=2P-l (Eq.2)
t=0

and since modoE - madoa, = 0, this error cannot be detected.
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Letp-3,a =2P-I=7.
p-l
Ð2'= l+2+4=7 =a =2P-l
t=O

Now let,

k_l
T2i =Zk-IH

t{
Prove for k+1.

(e-1Þ1 k-r
: Zi=EZi+Zk
i=0 t=0

= zk-! + zk

= 2(2k)-l
_ 1k+l_1
-ar

Thus it is proved by induction.

Theorem Proofs

3) Now it is shown that all (p-l)-bit (or fewer) arithmetic bursr errors can be
detected by the code.

First it is shown that the arithmetic error E is bounded by

(2p-t)<E <2p_l

The greatest and least E can be is +(2+4+ ....zp-L), seen from observing the
powers o12 modo from part 1. From Equation 2, this is equal ¡s +(/p -2); thus,
E is bounded as stated above. Therefore, if modoE = o, E = 0, and not a mul-
tiple (positive or negative) of 2p -1.

Now consider the magnitude of the largest bit error as Zi , where

2i < 2e-l

The largest magnitude that the summation of all other bit errors can be is,
I+2+4+ ....2i-1. From Equation 2,

i_1
TZt =2t-IH

j=0

Since the 2i error is larger by 1 than the summation of all other bits, the 2i enor
can never be cancelled so that E = 0.
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Thus modoï * A and the error is detected.

This completes the proof.
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Fnoof 5

The modulo circuitry to calculate the modulus of an zu-bit number to the base
a = 2P -1 can be laid out in a serial structure in area

where the standard unit of measure is the area of a Fu[-Adder cell.

Proof

The modulo calculation is done by grouping the N-bit number into p -bit words. The
first word is made up of bits 0,1,...p-1, the second is bits p,p+1,...2p-1, and so on.
There are

such words.

Added serially, the first two words are added with one one's complement adder. The
sum is added with the third word, and so on until all words have been summed.

Thus

t-l
l{ l-'
lp I

one's complement adders are necessary. Each one's complement adder can be laid out
with p Full-Adder cells side by side, with no horizontal spacing between. The one's
complement adders can be laid out side by side in area p times the number of adders
required, which is the expression to be proved.

Note that the idea of leaving no horizontal spacing between adders is not unrealisric in
a 2-metal technology. Also, no extra venical wiring space is necessary for the pro-
pagating sum bits, if wired in a second metal layer.

'[;l '] uní,s area

l;l
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Froof 6

The modulo circuin'y to calculate the modulus of an l/-bit number to the base
a = 2P -1 can b€ iaid out in a tree structure in area

,l+l;ll l'"'l;ll ..iu .,".

where the standard unit of measure is the area of a Full-Adder cell.

Froof

An example of a tree structure used to calculate the sum of eight numbers follows in
Figure A-1. Each cell is an adder which sums two operands.

k = 3rd stage

^nd¿ stage

ltt .trg"

Figure A-L A complete binary tree structure to sum eight numbers.

The fi¡st stage can sum 2 numbers, the second 4 numbers, to the kth
sum 2È numbers. Thus to sum M = 2& numbers, È = rogzM stages

with 2k-1 = + adders in the kth and.final stage.

[".l'I'o sum up 
l; l, 

-bit groupings, nor necessarily a power of 2,

stage that can

are necessary,
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n =lror,ltllI lp ll
stages are necessary. In the kth and. final stage there are

L+ t;ll
p-bit one's complement adders. Each one's complement adder can be laid out withp
Full-Adder cells side by side, with no horizontal spacing between. The width W of
the first stage leaving no horizontal spacing, and height H of the È stages leaving no
vertical spacing is

Appendix A Theorem Proofs

using the Full-Adder cell as a standard unit of measure. The area of the entire struc-
ture can be estimated (very conservatively) at A = WL, which is the expression to be
proved.

Note that the idea of leaving no horizontal and vertical spacing between adders is not
unrealistic in a 2-metal technology.

w =PL+ 
l+l I , = 

[,",, l;.ll
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Fnoof 7

An n by ¿ -bit multiplier has a worst case time deiay of

T =3n -2 units time

where the standard time unit is the worst case delay of a Fuil-Adder.

Froof

An exampl e 4 by 4-bit multiplier array follows in Figure A-2.

m bits

m2

Figure A-2 A 4 by 4-bít multíplier sh.owing the worst case delay path
to each output bit.

The array is drawn with the worst case delay path of carry and sum propagation to
each output bit. This is not a unique worst case path, but all other paths have the
same length. It is unclea¡ whether this or other longest paths are ever realized,, but it
is also unclear that they are not. In any case, this analysis gives an absolute worst
case result.

s3s5
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The path lengths ro each of the ourpur bits follows in Table A-1.

Table A'L Output btt worst case deløys for the example 4 by 4-bit multiplier
shown in Fígure A-2.

These results can be generalized for an m by n -bit multiplier. Ouçut bit S¡ has delay
Ti,

T¡=l+2i ; 0<i<n-I
T¡ = 1 + 2(n-t) + (i-(n-l)) ; n-l < i < n*mi

Tm+n-l = Tm+n-Z

With ¿ =m, the delay to the final result bit ,S2_1 is

Tu¿ = Tznl= 1 + Z(n-l) + ((2n-2)-(n-1)) = 3n - 2

and the result is proved.

Note that in laying out an m by n-bit multiplier (m>n), this resulr shows that it is
best to lay out the array so that it ís m cells horizonrally by n cells vertically.
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Brídge: AletenxninÍng Fnohable BrÍdgíng Fautrts

The Bridg¿ pro$am is used to determine the most likely bridging faults in a
CMOS circuit. It uses as input the CIF geometric description language of the CMOS
ci¡cuit in hiera¡chical form produced by Electric with the command:

library wnte library_name ctf

Both the merged-boxes and unmerged-boxes CIF output formats are supported. The
CMOS technology currently implemented is CMOS3. The CMOS1B technology in its
CIF representation is a subset of CMOS3, and so both technologies are supported;
however, the CIF output must be in the format of Electric version 3.4 (specifically, the
port information format).

The syntax of the program is as follows:

bridge lfílel lfilez fí\e3... I I < cIF_ínput_,fíle > results_output_f ile

The program acts as a UND( f ilter, reading from standard input and writing ro stan-
dard output. The input file is the CIF description. Wirh no arguments, rhe progïam
perfonns the ci¡cuit extraction algorithm only. Tlne Spice circuit descriprion is output-
ted in hierarchical form. The arguments are the names of files, each containing a com-
plete set of oversize factors used in rhe Brid,ge algorithm. The algorithm is applied to
every CIF subcircuit and for every set of oversize factors specified. The format of the
oversize factors file is as follows:

cmbloat

cm2bloat

cpbloat

cfbloat

cmpinbl

XXX

XXX

xxx
YYY

XXX

/* Metal-l Single Layer Oversize Factor */
/* Metal-Z Single Layer Oversize Factor */
/x Polysilicon Single Layer Oversize Factor */
/* Diffusion Single Layer Oversize Factor */
/* Metal-l Pinhole Oversize Factor */
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cm2pinbl

cppinbl

cfpinbl

XXX

XXX

XXX

Softwa¡e User's Guide

/* Metal-2 Pinhole Oversize Factor */
/* Polysilicon Pinhole Oversize Factor */
/* Diffusion Pinhole Oversize Factor */

The oversize factor 'xxx' is specified in microns x 10-2 and is an integer number.
Note that the comments are not supported in the format.

The output of the program gives all likely bridging faults. The rypes of bridging
faults are one or more of Løyer, Contact, Pínhole, Gate-Source, or Source-Drain.
The fi¡st three types are those found in the algorithm. The latter two types are all
transistor gate/source, gate/drain, or source/drain node pairs, which are always con-
sidered likely bridging faults. Other information reported is: the numbe¡ of distinct
electrical nets and the total possible single bridging faults, the number of distinct
transistor source/drain node pai¡s, the number of distinct mnsistor gate/sou¡ce or
gate/drun pairs, the number of bridging faults of type Layer, Contact, and, pínhole,

and the extra faults of types Gate-Source and Source-Drain.

Bugs:

1) Electrtc version 3.4 does not output layer information for its ported nodes in the
CIF file. This must be hand edited. For example, if port out is connecred. to polysiti-
con and metal-l, then the CIF command 'L CM;' or 'L Cp;', specifying either the
metal-l or the polysilicon layer, must be placed before the porting information com-
mand '94 out xxxx yyyy;'.

2) Electric version 3.4 does not specify ports exported as power or ground. The
extraction algorithm in its present form needs to have the Vdd and, Gnd nodes
specified as such: substitute in the porting information the node names VDD and
GND. The algorithm also has difñculties with the hierarchical extraction when there
are more than one electrically distinct power or ground nodes.

3) The messages:

VDD porr nor found

GND porr nor found

will usually be displayed on the standard error oufput. This is because these porrs are
searched for in every CIF subcircuit, and the top level of hierarchy usually has no
electrical information: disregard this message.
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^Aptsinn Analog Fault Sir¡rn¡lator

Aplsim is an analog simulator that uses a hierarchical transistor list description as

input. A fault simulator has been implemented within Apßím, based on an algorithm
to duplicate and merge components affected by a fault into the original circuit. The
user interface for Aplsim has been left untouched, and commands directed to the fault
simulator are of the same format as Aplsim commands. Refer to the Aplsim documen-
tation for general use of the simulator.

After the circuit description has been read, it must be initialized for use by the
fault simulator. All primary input and oulput nodes must be designated as such. pri-
mary inputs are designated by assigning a voltage value ro them either with the Aptsím
FORCE command or with the APL assignment operator. For example, the following
commands designate nodes VDD, GND, INl, and IN2 as primary inputs.

VDD+FORCEV5
GNDeFORCEV0
INle1
IN2<-0

Primary outputs are designated by specifying that graph data is to be produced for
those nodes. Primary inputs that are involved with short faults must also have graph
data produced. The following command specifies that graph data is to be written to
frle t.out for primary output nodes OUTI and OUT2 and primary input nodes VDD,
GND, and INI that a¡e involved with short faults.

)sIM 'cRApH T.OLIT OUT1 OUT2 VDD GND INl'

The circuit is now ready for fault inserrion. Faults are specified one at a time.
To specify a short fault:

)SIM'FAULT SHORT nodel nodeT'

The complete hierarchically constructed node names must be used to specify the
nodes. Note that inpulinput shorts will be ignored. To specify a transistor fault, use

one of the following commands:
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)SIM 'FAULT STUCK tansistor ON,

)Sß4 'FAULT STUCK tansistor OFF,

The transistor name must also be the complete hierarchically constructed name. The
complete node names can be seen by the command:

)NODES

The complete transistor names can be seen by the command:

)sIM 'FALILT PRINT'

This command lists the entire non-hierarchical transistor list. Simulation can rhen
proceed using the Aplsim command set, and the status of the original and faulty cir-
cuits can be monitored.

Components that are created by the fault simulator duplication algorithm are
named FAl-n/oh-name, where N is the number (automatically incremented from 0) of
the fault inserted. To monitor a node in a faulty ci¡cuit created by a stuck-on oî
stuck-open transistor fault, look at the node with this prefixed name. If there is no such
node, it was unaffected by the fault, and so look at the node in the original ci¡cuit.
For a short fault, the same rule of component duplication applies; however, one of the
two nodes directly involved in the short fault will be renamed. This is summa¡ized. in
the following node renaming algorithm:

1) SHORT tnput_node node or SHORT node ínput_node

Tlte núe nod¿ (including a primary output node) is renamed to primary input
node ínput-node. The node ínput-node is not affected by the fault, and so it is
not renamed.

2) SHORT output_node nade or SHORT node output_node

Both nodes, primary output output_node and, node (excluding a primary input
node), a¡e renamed to F{Llrloutput_node.
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3) SHORT nodel node2

Softwa¡e User's Guide

Both nodes node 1 and node2 are renamed to F{I-Ì,tnodel. This includes two
primary output nodes. Short faults between two primary input nodes are ignored.

Primary oulput nodes that are affected by a fault also have their dupticated faulry
nodes designated as primary ourputs. Graph data is produced for these nodes.
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Gread: Aplsüna Graph Ðata Frocesson

Gread (Graph READ) takes the graph information generated by Aptsim and
extracts more compact and usable data. The syntax to call the program is as follows:

gread -Tperiod -Wwindow -Slevel -HheaderJile -V -Inn.nn -Z
nodel node2 ... < graph;fíle > results_outputJile

The program has several options. Its primary function is to convert the analog graph
information into semi-digital data. A strength and value paii are reported after each
time period for each node specified according to the fonowing table.

Voltage Range Ourput

0.0 < V < levell_0
levelT_l <V < 5.0

d0

d1

levell_0<V <level2_0
Ievel2 l<V <levell I

w0

wl
levelT_0<Y <levelS_O

level3_l<V <level2 I
v/0
w1

level3 0<Y <level3 1 UX

The values of the constants levelx3 are set with #define statements in the C-
language code. Currently, they are set to the following:

level I_0
level2_0

level3 0

0.2s

1.00

2.00

level I
level2
level3

1

1

1

4.75

4.00

3.00
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The voltage values of the nodes within a specified window before the end of each time
period are examined. An additional TX pair is used to indicate that the node did not
settle within one of the above ranges for the entire time window. The options used
are:

-Tperiod : The períod is an integer value. It indicates rhe clock period (in
nanoseconds) of applicarion of inputs anüor the clock period of examining out_

puts.

-Wwindow : The window is an integer value. It indicates the period of time in
nanoseconds that the voitage values should be settled before the end of each time
period.

-Hheader-,file : The name of a fi.le where information is written as to what
nodes were processed and in what order.

node I node2 ... : The nodes, in order, for which the digirizing is to be per-
formed.

The program also extracts timing information. The minimum settling time of each
node is determined according to a specified percentage of 0.0 or 5.0 volts. All nodes
found in the graph file are processed. The options used are:

-Tperiod : The period is an integer value. It indicates rhe clock period (in
nanoseconds) of application of inputs and/or the clock period of examining out-
puts.

-Slevel : An integer value, 10-98, specifying the percentage of 0.0 or 5.0 volts of
which the node must surpass to be qualified as having reached a final digital
value. Nodes that do not settle to a digital level must settle within 0.1V
(specified with a #def ine statement) of their final value. These non-digital values
are listed.

A final option converts the Aplsim format into a format usable by the graphing
program Spplot. This program needs vertical-axis information as a function of regular
intervals of the horizontal-axis. Aplsim output information is non-regular time/voltage
pairs. The options used a¡e:
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-V : A switch indicating the option.

Software User's Guide

-rnn.nn : The value nn.nn is a floating point number specifying the regular
horizontal-axis time interval (in nanoseconds).

-HheaderJile : The name of a file where information is written needed at rhe
top of the Spplot graph specification frle.

-Z : A switch to specify that graph information is to be started from time 0.0
nanoseconds. Apslim graph information is initializdby specifying the fi¡st time
as -1.0 nanoseconds, which is not desirable in a graph.

node : Graph files are produced for only one node voltage versus time. Multi-
channelled graphs can be made with several files.
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Fcomp : comapinireg aned Ðiagnosing Fautrty outpuÉ vectors

Fcomp (Fault COMPile) compiles, for every fault, the faulty oufput vector. It
searches for primary oulput nodes affected by faults, with reference to the node renam-
ing algorithm outlined in the manual for the Aplsím fault simulator. It then passes this
information to a separate processing function, specific to the application. It uses the
semi-digital data produced by Gread and a file specifying the faults inserred into the
ci¡cuit, the primary input nodes, and the primary output nodes. The syntax of the pro-
gram is as follows:

fcomp -TseupJile -FGread_output_,f ile > results_output¡f ile

The flle, serup_f ile, has rhe following format:

.I inl inZ .--: This is the primary input node list, delimited by the nexr dot com-
mand. Node names are separated by space or newlíne characters.

.O outl out2... : This is the primary output node list, the nod.es, in order, speci-
fying the output vector.

.G node \ nodeZ ... : This is the list, in order, of the nodes appearing in the
Gread semi-digital results file. This list can be extracted d.irectly from the file
header;f ile creared by Gread.

.F faultl faultL... : This is the faultlist. Faults mustbe separared by anewline
character. They are specified as

shon nodel nodeZ

stuck transístor on

sfuck tral¡Jistor off

The file, Gread_outputJile, is the semi-digital data produced by Gread.

The compiled original and faulty circuit output vecror is then passed to a C-
language function assessf aulr0 for fault diagnosis with the following arguments:
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assessfault(gstr, gval, fstr, fval, faultnum, vecnum)
char *gstr, ogval, *fstr, *fval;

int faultnum, vecnum;

The string arguments gstr and f sff are the good and faulty strengths (d, w, W, U, and
T) of the output vector for the given input pattern specified in the order of the .O (out-
put list) option in the setup file. The string arguments gvøl and, fvat are rhe
corresponding good and faulty vector values (0, 1, and X). The arguments faultnum
and vecnum are the numbers of the fault and input pattern and can be used to print
iocation information for the fault diagnostics.
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Esixm Stuc}<-tpen Fa¿lnû Sin¡ulaton

Bsim is a MOS transistor switch-level simulator that uses a non-hierarchical
transistor net list as input. A stuck-open fault simulator was implemented within it.
The fault simulator is based on an algorithm to identify the critical transistors used to
drive a particular node from primary input nodes. The removal of one of these transis-
tors would cause the node to be in a high impedance state.

The commands to the simulator are of the form of a one-letter command with
options. The commands directed to the simulator are few and a¡e defined as follows:

I option : This command specifies options directed to the critical transistor algo-
rithm. The following options are supported:

nocond'itton : This option initializes the algorithm options. V/ith no condi-
tions on the algorithm, the critical transistors reported a¡e similar to a line
stuck-at or line toggle exercising measure for a gate-level circuit.

if changed : This option specifies that the critical transistor algorithm is only
to be applied to those nodes that have changed since the last simulation.
This is the normal stuck-open simulator option. To test a stuck-open transis-
tor, two input patterns are required.

redly : This oprion, together with the ífchanged
sruck-open tests that could be invatidated due to
within the circuit.

option, does not report

input skews or delays

o option : This command directs commands to the running of the algorithm, with
the following options:

KLEARALL : This command initializes the compiled information (0 transis-
tors tested).

KONCEPROC : This command resets a flag in the simulator thar allows for
some sharing of information between applications of the critical transistor
algorithm for a given input pattern. It should be issued before any node is
processed after each input pattern simulation.
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node : A node name is specified. The critical transistor algorithm is applied
with the specified node, according to the options specified with the 1 com-
mand. This command is issued for every primary oufput node after each

individual simulation.

O : This command reports the number of transistors exercised or tested so far. It
does not clear the count afterwards.

Since documentation for the Bsim switch-level simulator user interface is not
available, a short description of the Bsirn command set is outlined. The Bsim com-
mand format consists of a one-letter command (upper and lower case are dis-
tinguished) and options. The following are the original commands:

r fname : Read commands from file fname. The file may not contain other r
commands.

c node : Create a node called node.

a nodc 1/0 : AssigR the node node a logic value of I or 0.

p 8 s d, : Creatteap-transistor with specified gate, source, and drain nodes. All
nodes have to have already been created with the c command.

e g s d : Create an n -transistor with specified gate, source, and drain nodes. All
nodes have to have already been created with the c command.

d I s d : CÏeate an n -transistor depletion mode (NMOS) with specified gate,
source, and drain nodes. All nodes have to have already been created with the c
command.

v node : Monitor a node's value. This command toggles the node's visibility
flag.

g : Perform a simulation.
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q : Quit. The simulator promprs for verificarion.
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The foliowing commands have been written as an extension set:

V node 0101 m ... : Assign a node the input sequence specified, for use in suc-
cessive simulations with the R command.

R n : Run n successive simulations with node values assigned by the V com-
mand.

Z : Print the input sequences specified with the V command.

N : Clear the vectors specified with the V command.

A node : Add the node, in order, to a list specifying an output vector, printed
with the / command. The special node name KLEARALL clears the list.

f : List the strength and value pairs, in order, of the nodes in the output vector list
created with the A command.

F file-name : The oulput vector list status printed with the / command is
directed to file f tle_name.

The V, R, Z, and l/ commands are useful for simple verification of the circuit.
The other extensions were written for this and for use in verifying circuits on a larger
scale.

The non-hierarchical transistor net list can be obtained from an Electric CMOS
design by using the commands:

tellaid simulation esim

onaid simulation
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This produces a transistor net list in the frIe cell.sim, where cell is the name of the
Electríc ceLL. This file is usable by the switch-level simulators Esim and Csim. It can
be converted into the fomrat usable by Bsim with the program Bsimcvt (BSIM Con-
VerT):

bsimcvt cell

The program reads in frle cell.sim, converts it, and oulputs a file named cell.bsím.

The Bsim progmm can also be run in a UND( background environment. T|¡e Bsím
prompt '> ' can be suppressed by a -noprompl option on the command line:

bsim -noprompt < coftunand;f ile > outputJíle

The file command.,fil¿ must contain all the.Bsirn commands to perform the simulation
and may contain r (read command ñle) commands. Do not place the q (quit) com-
mand as the last command of the file. The end of the file terminates the commands.

Bugs:

Some problems have been encountered with the Bsí¡n simulator. The simulator
failed in a sequential one's complement adder simulation. It failed for only some
input pattern sequences. The program also failed for four or five of several thousand
simulations of a 9 by 9-bit multiplier circuit. This is nor a sequential circuit. It is not
known if there is a problem with the Bsim simulation atgorithm or in the implementa-
tion of it. The fault simulator failed for some of those simulations where the Bsím
simulation failed.
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G[ossary 0f Tenxms

net : A distinct electrical potential in a circuit. Also referred ro as a node.

node : A distinct electrical potential in a circuit. Also referred to as a net.

fault : A failu¡e in an electrical circuit that manifests itself as a deviation from the
expected working circuit.

line stuck-at fault : A fault in an electrical circuit where a node is permanently set at
logic 1 or 0.

bridging fault : A fauk in an electrical circuit where two or more otherwise distinct
nodes are pennanently connected together. Also referred to as a short fault.

open fault : A fault in an electrical circuit where a conducting wire is permanently
intemrpted.

shnrt fault : A fault in an electrical circuit where two or more otherwise distinct nodes
are pernanently connected together. Also referred to as a bridging fault.

transistor stuck-on fault : A fault in a circuit where a MOS transistor is permanently
set to a conducting state between its drain and source nodes.

transístor sruck-open fault : A fault in a circuit where a MOS transistor is per-
manently set to a non-conducting state be¡veen its drain and source nodes.
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